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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
♦ 10th June 2017 - AHT AGM at Cardington Village Hall. Start 2.00 pm. Guests welcome.
♦ 7th to 16th September 2017 - The 61st Gordon Bennett Aeronautical World Cup. This year the town of

Gruyères in the canton of Fribourg in Switzerland will host the oldest and most prestigious gas balloon race in the
world. In the idyllic setting of the Fribourg Pre-Alps, visitors will be able to witness the start of the race and enjoy a
st
public festival celebrating aerial sports. Further information from the competition Press Office, 61 Coupe
Aéronautique Gordon Bennett Fribourg 2017, c/o TPF, P.O. Box 1536, 1701 Fribourg. Tel: +41 76 556 24 89

♦ 19th – 21st October 2017 – The Airship Association’s International Airship Convention & Model Flying

Regatta will be held at The Park Inn, Radisson Hotel, Bedford. For details go to: www.airship-association.org or
email: info@airship-association.org

PROJECT ZERO 2017 - 2018

Starting in January 2017 and planned to run for two years, Project Zero has been granted
£49,000 by the Welsh Heritage Lottery Fund. This will enable the History Matters Centenary
Project to kick off the first of four planned Programmes that will explore the development of flight,
and lighter than air machines in Wales.
Plans include creating digital archives and 3D reconstructions of the war in the air 1916 –
1918 and defence at sea and on the home front. This will lead on ultimately to project events such
as an accurately reconstructed airship control car manned by costumed interpreters who will tell the
story of the war in the air and the airship. Visitors will be able to climb aboard the airship control
car and experience first-hand the sights and sounds of this forgotten chapter of the Great War.
For details contact Project Officer: Gary Ball of ‘History Matters’
Tel.: 01938820684 : Skype: History Matters : www.historymattersonline.com
Email: projectzerohistorymatters@gmail.com
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FRONT COVER – Workmen start to dig the pit in St Mary’s Church cemetery that would become the grave for the
48 victims of the R101 crash. This Herculean task cannot have begun until the number of dead was
th
th
known to the Authorities (October 6 ) and was complete when the cortege arrived (October 11 ). So it
must have been dug in under five days – no mean feat with just picks and shovels and wheelbarrows!
BACK COVER – The curious Licence issued to R101 Rigger Arthur Richardson – see Letter on p34.
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COLLECTABLES

AUCTION OF AIRSHIP
EPHEMERA
Email – 01 December 2016
… we will be offering a lot of Airship ephemera and
photographs in our auction this Friday. I believe some of
the photographs are rare as several ephemera dealers
who viewed this lot today said they have seen and
handled many items relating to RNAS Pulham over the
last couple of decades but have not seen many of the
images that are included in this lot before.
It is lot 1079 in our two day sale taking place on
nd
the 2 of December. I have attached some images to
this email, the description in the catalogue is as follows:
(DIRIGIBLES, PULHAM PIGS, R101), collection
th
early 20 century airship ephemera, RNAS Pulham
interest including manuscript account book 1916-1918
containing good quantity orders for the Royal Naval Air
Service at Pulham, the account with Aldrich & Bryant
Grocers, Drapers and Outfitters, Pulham Market, invoices
to Petty Officer Robert J Chalmers who was in charge of
the mess, 380+ manuscript pages, original ledger format
cloth worn, manuscript label to top board,
+ real photographic postcard depicting Chalmers in
uniform, signed and inscribed verso
+ another photograph of Petty Officer Chalmers in
uniform, approx size 125 x 45mm
+ 3 original brass and steel fittings, one with Broad
Arrow British Military markings, another marked Aid, the
3 tied together with piece of string and contemporaneous
tag marked R22, probably from the airship R22 that flew
nd
from Cardington to Pulham aerodrome April 2 1925 to
undergo special tests having been locked up for 4 years
th
+ 250+ circa early 20 century mounted photos of
early and later airships including No 4, P6, C1, C4, C6,
C9, the ill-fated NS11, R33 (various views in its damaged
state), landing of R34 from America 1919, R36 etc.

EDITORIAL
FOLLOWING

THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
OF THE

AIRSHIP HERITAGE TRUST
ON

Saturday 10th June 2017
See opposite
There will be an illustrated talk entitled

THE R34 ADVENTURE
By The Curator of Diss Museum

Basil Abbott
Refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) will be provided so put
the date in your diary and bring a friend!
Guests and potential new members are welcome

+ large folding photograph depicting R101 approx
size 215 x 400mm
+ real photographic postcard depicting German
Zeppelin over Harleston, view from clock tower
+ large mounted photograph Luncheon given in
honour of the officers and crew of the Clyde built airship
R34 by Sir William Beardmore, Chairman of Royal
Aeronautical Society in the Grosvenor Restaurant,
st
Glasgow, 21 September 1919, the whole approx size
225 x 360mm (mount worn at corners), plus a few other
real photographic postcards and photographs
+ Royal Airship Works Sports Club 1925-26
Printed Rules Booklets (2) with manuscript ownership
signatures J Wallinshaw and C Bail to top wraps, each in
original wraps
+ 2 others similar, all Shortstown Club,
Shortstown, Bedford
+ printed Order of Service The Order for the burial
of those lost in the airship R101 - Cardington Cemetery th
Saturday 11 October 1930, original stitched wraps
+ printed Memorial Service booklet St Paul's
Cathedral, Friday October 10th 1930 at 12 noon,
Memorial Service for those who were lost in airship R101
th
on Sunday October 5 , 1930, original printed wraps
+ Report of the R101 Enquiry Presented by the
Secretary of State for Air to Parliament by Command of
His Majesty, March 1931, London, HMSO, 1931, 129pp,
original printed wraps etc, all housed in oak case.
Robert Henshilwood, Keys Auctioneers Ltd.
www: keysauctions.co.uk

UNSUNG HEROES
Dedicated readers of Dirigible and those familiar with
the history of the R101 airship and the disaster that befell it
early in October 1930 will be all too familiar with the handful
of frequently republished pictures of the funeral ceremonies.
These famously include the lying-in-state of the 48 victims in
Westminster Hall, the procession of horse-drawn wagons
through the crowd-lined streets of London and along the lanes
of Bedfordshire to the final interment of the coffins in the
grave in Cardington Cemetery – see below.
What is overlooked in all these pictures, of course, is
the enormous amount of tremendously hard work that must
have gone on into the planning, arranging and organising of all
these events. Work, moreover, that had to have been done to
exceedingly tight deadlines and at incredibly short notice.
After all nobody knew that the airship was going to crash and
those few who insist that they had forewarnings of doom could
not have declared in advance when and where the crash would
happen or how many dead would be returned.
Looking back at these events through time’s distorting
telescope we can only marvel at the speed and efficiency with
which these ceremonies were carried off using what we today
would consider ‘primitive’ means of communication and very
basic equipment.
Take for example the picture on our front cover. Here
are a group of men armed with pickaxes to loosen the soil, and
shovels to lift it into wheelbarrows that had to be pushed to
carry it off, presumably to be heaped up out of sight. Who are
these men? Where did they come from? Somebody (perhaps
the man centre left of the picture wearing the trilby hat with his
hands behind his back?) must have got them together.
Or maybe the chap next to him wearing the flat cap – he
looks like a foreman – put out a call for labour? Are these all
the grave diggers in Bedfordshire? Or, considering that we are
looking at 1930 and work was scarce, are these men simply
locals from the village, or were they enlisted from Bedford
Labour Exchange as was done to raise the airship ground
crews? They seem to be men of a certain age - no youngsters –
and they are all wearing the same ‘costume’ – flat hats,
waistcoats and white shirts with rolled up sleeves. Whoever
they are, they have plainly done a bit of digging beforehand.
And not surprising when you consider the time scale in
which the grave had to be dug. The ship crashed at 0208 on the
5th of October but the number of dead was not known for sure
in London until the 6th at the earliest.
The funeral was on the 11th so if our front cover picture
was taken on the 7th (and the shadows suggest it was snapped
around mid-day) then the pit had to be dug and dressed ready

for the ceremony in about four days. This was not a job for
novices. It needed the muscle and staying power of ‘navvies.’
But these men are only one small group of the
innumerable unsung heroes who must have laboured, probably
without sleep, for several days to make it all happen and who
felt duty-bound to suitably honour the dead aeronautical
pioneers. And not just Englishmen and women either. The
French organised 48 lead-lined coffins and then transported
them to Boulogne before the Brits took over. Thereafter, we
have the Royal Navy to thank for bringing the coffins back to
Dover whence somebody arranged a special train to carry them
to London. Meanwhile, permission was being sought from the
King for the lying-in-state and when it was granted there was
need for trestles, and flowers, and 48 Union flags, and a guard
of honour, and crowd management to say nothing of paying for
it all and notifying all the relatives! However you look at
things, it was a huge effort by an army of unsung heroes.
As you will see on the centre pages of this issue, AHT
has recently devoted considerable effort to renovating and
restoring the R101 victims tomb at Cardington. This is
intended to honour the memory of those who died but it is also
in appreciation of all the nameless bureaucrats and workmen
and women who sweated to complete the many arduous and
unhappy tasks. We owe all of them a debt of gratitude.
But let us not forget that the work went on long after the
funeral, for after the clergy had departed someone had to fill in
the grave. And then there is the tomb itself – it had to be
designed by someone and installed by stonemasons. Dirigible
hopes to tell more of this story in future issues and AHT has
plans to install an information board beside the tomb so that
future generations will understand the significance of it.
But there are other unsung heroes who still give of their
time and effort today to help commemorate Britain’s airship
history in other ways. One who deserves special mention is
Jane Harvey, founder and maintainer of the Shortstown
Heritage webpage. If you have not yet found this excellent
repository of local knowledge and information concerning the
history of the Royal Airship Works then do take a look at:
www.shortstownheritage.co.uk
Jane’s work is all the more relevant in view of the fact
that 2017 marks the Centenary of the Founding of Shortstown.
Some idea of what is planned is on p32 inside this issue but
there is more on the Shortstown Heritage website.
GILES CAMPLIN – EDITOR

AHT 2017 AGM
The Annual General Meeting (AGM) of the
Airship Heritage Trust for 2017 will be held at 14:00 on

Saturday, 10th June 2017
in the Village Hall in Cardington, Bedfordshire.

Some of the photographs that went under the hammer

+ good quantity views of Pulham Air Station
including aftermath of explosion of gas plant April 1917
+ some aerial views of the Air Station etc, some
images captioned, mounted on 40+ leaves of card,
images various sizes, approx 40 x 60mm - 150 x 200mm
+ good quantity other related photos and
ephemera loose including photo of canteen RNAS
Pulham, approx 165 x 250mm, aerial photographs from
airship of Croydon Aerodrome, Windsor Castle, Trafalgar
Square
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After the meeting:

Basil Abbott
The Curator of Diss Museum will talk on:

THE R34 ADVENTURE

One of the many uncaptioned photos in the collection

Email – 02 December 2016
Ephemera sold for £1,800!

+++++++

David Marks

th

The funeral ceremonies at Cardington on 11 October 1930

Refreshments (tea, coffee, biscuits) will be provided so
put the date in your diary and bring a friend!
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TECHNICAL SECTION

AIRSHIPS IN GUSTS – Part 2
By W. B. Klemperer

Reprinted from The Daniel Guggenheim Airship Forum Report - July 25-26, 1935

5.
When we now approach the next question, i.e. that
concerning the loading distribution over the ship and
consequently the stresses accompanying the motion, no
published data, other than on more or less erratic or incoherent
strain gauge measurements obtained in flight through some
indefinitely gusty weather, are available.
Theoretically one may compute bending moments from
the air force and inertia force distributions as they would
accompany any motion, after the latter has been found. A
difficulty here arises, in that the larger part of the air forces are
absorbed by the inertia forces, so that the bending moment
transmitted through any section results as a difference of two
relatively large quantities, and therefore with meager accuracy,
unless each term is computed with high accuracy. At the
present stage, neither the air forces in gusts, nor the inertia
forces at the ship’s extremities, where they have their largest
leverage, are known or easily computed with such high
accuracy for shapes other than ellipsoids, and the resultant
bending moments are found to vary somewhat with the
assumptions of the distribution of these masses, real and
virtual.
Some general statements of interest can, however, be
made from those calculations along this line which have been
carried out. A first maximum bending moment apparently
occurs in the region slightly ahead of the master section, when
the ship with fixed controls has entered to about 20 to 25% of
its length into a sharply bordered gust, or about 40% into a
gradually increasing cross wind zone (gradient gust). After that
the bending moment recedes, to increase again when the
empennage is hit. The second maximum arrives at a section
somewhat aft of the master section, when the empennage is all
inside the gust.
In addition to the bending moments, there are more
details of interest to the designer - for instance, local forces
around the ship’s circumference at any station. They are the
resultant of local pressures outside and inside. Local load
concentrations due to accelerations are relatively easy to
determine.
Vertical and horizontal gust components may strike an
airship simultaneously. This is, of course, the same as though
their resultant struck it slanting. For a ship of rotary symmetry
this would involve no new problem. Only near such
protuberances as cars and individual fins, aerodynamic load
concentrations may under certain circumstances become of
interest. Whether vertical or horizontal gusts occur more
frequently, or are apt to be more vicious, is a moot question.
Even if there should be no consistent difference between them,
there certainly is a difference between the vertical and
horizontal path deviations which are tolerable in flight.
6.
This brings us to the sixth problem, viz. control
maneuvers. The most conservative assumption imaginable
would be the worst possible control maneuver combined with
the worst gust. Unless gusts can be foretold or anticipated, they
may happen to strike the airship during any maneuver it may
perform in service. However, judgment and caution regarding
sharp maneuvers at high speed, especially in uncertain weather,
has always been considered one of the doctrines of lighterthan-air men. It would be enlightening if some of the
experienced airship operators present would discuss this
subject for our benefit.
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Sea-going vessels have ploughed the oceans for
centuries, but it is only now, in the age of gyro-compasses and
robot pilots, that course and control instruments have been
installed to reveal to the engineer and scientist those
quantitative data which heretofore constituted some of the
intangible mystery of the practical experience of captains and
helmsmen. Anxious to collect similar data on airships, we have
obtained controllograph records of over 100 hours of trial
flights of the U.S.S. Macon. (A few specimens of these were
shown in lantern projection to illustrate the difference of
control activity in various types of weather.) The graphs
showed, plotted against time, the ship’s inclination, the
elevator and rudder angles, the air distance travelled, and code
marks concerning events worth recording. In certain
maneuvers, compass course, altitude, rate of climb, and similar
instrument readings, were also recorded by moving picture
photography. The various weather types are readily recognized
by the pitching activity of the ship and by the amount and
frequency of control movements.
For comparison, it is interesting to inspect a similar
record of a small non-rigid airship (also shown). Especially
detailed records were obtained on one of them which was
equipped with an additional set of bow elevators. The digest of
statistical records of this kind is, of course, rather tedious.
Quantitative conclusions are hampered by lack of a
definite scale for gustiness. The pitch oscillations of an airship
are comparatively slow, and there is every evidence that they
prompt an alert pilot to at least start a counter elevator
maneuver within less time than it takes the gust to sweep over
the ship’s length. Calculations indicate that parrying gusts with
the after controls is likely to enhance the stresses in the
forebody, to reduce loads on the forward part of the fin, but to
throw more into the rudder or elevator and rear part of the fin.
The softer or more gradual the gust border, the greater the
benefit to be derived from a control counter maneuver, and the
less its potential harm.
Conventional airships have their empennage and
controls in the stern. Naturally a ship running bow first into a
gust and countermanded by the stern is subjected to a larger
bending moment than if the brunt of the gust could be
counteracted right at the bow, by a system of bow controls.
Practically, there are serious difficulties. That bow controls are
not impossible has been demonstrated by the experiments
mentioned. However, bow controls are decidedly less
efficacious per unit area than tail controls, and they throw a
wake or downwash upon the rear part of the ship. Furthermore,
bow control surfaces would have to be of the automatically
vaning type in order not to reduce the ship’s stability in flight.
Their added drag and complication are serious drawbacks, and
if they fail to vane, or if they are ever by mistake used in the
wrong direction, they would enhance, rather than mitigate, the
disturbance.
For navigation through bad weather, complete
instrumentation, telling at a glance all essential factors, is most
desirable. Aside from the conventional instruments, special
interest is perhaps commanded by sensitive accelerometers and
devices indicating the gusts and the actual angle of attack. We
are experimenting with accelerometers in non-rigid airships.
The highest vertical acceleration caught thus far, in flight, was
of the order of ±.15 g in weather of average gustiness. There
has as yet been no opportunity to obtain quantitative
observations in exceedingly severe weather.

RNAS Airship Service during WW1,
to the most recent developments at
Cardington with Hybrid Air Vehicles’
Airlander 10.
All the operational stations
around the coast of the British Isles
and in the Eastern Mediterranean are
described in detail, including the
airship types used at each station
and some account of their activities
on anti-submarine, convoy escort and
mine seeking patrols. The rigid
airship
construction
works
of
Armstrong Whitworth, Beardmore,
Shorts and Vickers are covered, as
are the training and non-rigid airship
construction stations at Kingsnorth
and Wormwood Scrubs.
Also described are those
overseas bases involved in the
interwar Imperial Airship Scheme,
when mooring towers and in some
cases sheds were constructed in
Montreal, Ismailia and Karachi.
Proposed bases in Australia, New
Zealand, South Africa and elsewhere
that were never completed when the
scheme was abandoned after the
loss of R-101 are also described in
detail for the first time.
The book is well-illustrated with
photographs of the bases and some
of the airships involved, plus
engineering drawings which give
details of how the sheds were
constructed and some idea of their
vast scale. A notable feature of the
book is the plans of each base,
beautifully drawn by Mick Davis.
The book is very nicely
produced in hardback, has few
historical inaccuracies and is a
welcome addition to the somewhat
neglected subject of British airship
development.

Senior Machinist Mate, Pitt Klein.
What makes the book really
interesting is that Klein developed a
rather complete grasp of many of the
job functions on board a naval
Zeppelin and, in little sub-chapters
between war stories, he reveals
many details of airship operations
during the First World War. …
… Several safety procedures
and gas cell maintenance are
itemized in greater detail than one
might expect from a Machinist Mate.
One final tid-bit. Klein offers
that a British rigid airship was spotted
by L31. Mathy was patrolling for a
High Seas Fleet sortie, wanted to fire
some tracer ammunition into the
British ship to see if it would burn,
decided against leaving his station.
My problem is that L31 was
shot down in October 1916 while
No.9 was not delivered until 1917?
One presumes that [Mathy’s target]
was a blimp, or a boast?

C. P. Hall
+++++++

FICTION

Airship
by Richard Smith
Paperback: 298 pages : 1 Apr 2015
ISBN-10: 1511516909
ISBN-13: 978-1511516907
Publisher: CreateSpace Independent
Publishing Platform
£8.70

Brian J Turpin, MRAeS
Reprinted from:
AEROSPACE / DECEMBER 2015
+++++++

Bombs Away Zeppelins at War
By Pitt Klein
Translated by Alastair Reid
Paperback: £8.50
www.lulu.com/spotlight/alastair_reid

REVIEW
I have just finished a
fascinating little book, originally
published in 1934, translated in 2016
by Alastair Reid. The book is a
decent collection of stories of wartime
sorties on board German naval
Zeppelins as seen through the eyes
of one whose title I translate as

PRESS RELEASE
Airship
Shape
&
Bristol
Fashion brings together tales from
the light and dark sides of
steampunk. Living ghosts, walking
ferns
and
ingenious
androids
populate visions of the city of Bristol
at once familiar and peculiar. Above
them soar magnificent men, and
women, in their flying machines.
Whether they are seeking release,
revenge or adventure, the characters
in these stories will draw you down
the side-streets of Bristol to the brass
and steam-filled worlds you never
dreamed were there.
+++++++

Airship Shape &
Bristol Fashion
by Jonathan L. Howard,
Deborah Walker, Cheryl Morgan,
Stephen Blake, Roz Clarke et al
Hardcover: 266 pages – 20 Feb 2014
ISBN-10: 1908039345
ISBN-13: 978-1908039347
Publisher: Wizard’s Tower Press
Price £19.99

PRESS RELEASE
Amelia Earhart had been
missing for almost 75 years when
retired Shuttle Commander, Burt
Johnson, boarded the 850 foot long
airship, Monterey. Finding the
missing pilot never crossed Burt’s
mind as he watched the crew prepare
the giant dirigible for its maiden flight
to Hawaii.
Now, standing in the warm
sand, Burt stared at the business end
of a rusty WWII carbine and the
scattered wreckage of Miss Earhart’s
Lockheed Electra. He wondered if the
old sailor would really pull the trigger.
+++++++
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Colonial to obtain an aviator’s
certificate. He made pioneering
flights in Australia, including the first
military-related flights there, was an
early member of the Royal Flying
Corps, a flying instructor, test pilot,
and a member of the British Aviation
Mission to the USA in 1918.
Of the New Zealand inventors
who began to turn their attention to
aircraft for military purposes, the
most remarkable was undoubtedly
electrical engineer Alban Roberts.
His experiments with remote control
devices
for
torpedoes
and
aeroplanes are also described, as
are his two airships, one built in
England and the other in Australia.
... Also recorded are those
New Zealanders who learned to fly
abroad while serving with the British
or Indian armies. The depth of
research undertaken can be gauged
by the fact that the complete trilogy
runs to over 700 pages and includes
a remarkable collection of more than
500 illustrations.
+++++++

the twenty-fifth anniversary of the
book’s publication.
Impressed
by
Germany’s
commercial and military Zeppelins,
the United States initiated its own
airship program in 1915. Naval Air
Station Lakehurst in New Jersey was
homeport for several of the largest
machines ever to navigate the air.
The success of the commercial
rigid airship peaked in 1936 with
transatlantic round trips between
Central Europe and the Americas by
Hindenburg and by Graf Zeppelin,
ending with the infamous fire in 1937.
That setback, the onset of war,
and the accelerated progress of
heavier-than-air technology ended
rigid airship development. The Navy
continued to use blimps to protect
Allied shipping during World War II.
Following the war, the Navy
persisted with efforts to integrate the
airships, but the program was finally
discontinued in the early 1960s.
+++++++

and sci-fi aesthetics with a splash of
punk rock attitude - has gone from
being a literary movement to a part of
pop culture and a way of life. This
subculture celebrates the inventor as
an artist and hero, re-envisioning and
crafting retro technologies including
antiquated airships and steampowered robots. The Steampunk
aesthetic now permeates movies,
comics, fashion, art and more, and
has given a distinct flavor to iconic
events such as Maker Faire and the
Burning Man festival.
The Steampunk Bible is the
first book of its kind, a fully illustrated
compendium tracing the roots and
history of this subculture, from the
work of its godfathers Jules Verne
and H.G. Wells, to the key figures
who coined the word that would
spawn a literary genre, to the vast
community of craftsmen and artists
who translated that spark into a
lifestyle with clothing and accessories
such as goggles, corsets, pocket
watches, and with an attitude to
match. This ultimate resource, filled
with scores of illustrations and
photographs,
will
appeal
to
aficionados and novices alike as
author Jeff VanderMeer takes the
reader on a wild ride through the
clockwork corridors of Steampunk
past, present and future.
+++++++

REVIEWS
British Airship Bases:
of the Twentieth Century

Sky Ships: A History of
the Airship in the United
States Navy, 25th
Anniversary Edition
by William F Althoff
Paperback: 336 pages. 30 Jan. 2016
Publisher: Naval Institute Press
ISBN-10: 159114213X
ISBN-13: 978-1591142133
Price £38.72
PRESS RELEASE
Originally published in 1990,
Sky Ships is easily the most
comprehensive history of U.S. Navy
airships ever written. The Naval
Institute Press is releasing this new
edition-- complete with two hundred
new photographs--to commemorate
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The Steampunk
Bible: An Illustrated
Guide to the World of
Imaginary Airships,
Corsets, Goggles, Mad
Scientists and Strange
Literature
by S. J. Chambers & Jeff
VanderMeer
Hardcover: 224 pages
Publisher: Abrams – 25 May 2011
ISBN-10: 0810989581
ISBN-13: 978-0810989580
Price £14.88
PRESS RELEASE
Over the past fifteen years,
Steampunk - a mash-up of Victorian

by Malcolm Fife
Hardcover: 320 pages
Illustrations: 170 b/w photos
Publisher: Fonthill Media Ltd (2015)
ISBN-13: 978-1-78155-281-0
RRP UK £30 : USA $50

REVIEW
Over the past few years a
number of books have been
published, good, bad and indifferent,
covering various aspects of the
history of British airships during the
past one hundred years or so. This
book is different in that it focuses its
attention on the bases from which
these airships operated rather than
the airships themselves and as a
result is a welcome addition to the
literature.
The book begins with the sites
used by the pioneers prior to 1914,
such as the Royal Aircraft Factory,
the Spencer Brothers and E T
Willows, through the expansion of the

With angle of attack instruments, it should be possible
to quickly ascertain whether an unexpected caper of the ship is
to be ascribed to a wind current and to be parried by normal
controls, or rather to damage, such as loss of gas or the like,
which may call for an altogether different remedy. The
instruments with which we have experimented consist of
anemometers of various designs arranged in pairs about the
bow of the ship. Of course, a gust instrument on the ship can
hardly be expected to give the helmsman much more than a
second’s warning.
If the approach of a serious disturbance could be
indicated from a mile away, an airship would be able to
approach it well prepared for the bout, or she might have the
chance of avoiding contact, or at least of picking an easy path
of passage. A scouting airplane accompanying an airplanecarrier airship can readily explore and report conditions ahead
when doubtful weather is anticipated. The suggestion has also
been made to detect abrupt changes of temperature in the path
of an airship by shooting a wave ray forward and measuring its
reflections, after the manner of depth soundings.
There are innumerable avenues of research from which
advances in the safety of airships in unusual weather can be
expected. Its ultimate achievement can be but a question of
time and opportunity. The most fruitful soil for it is intimate
co-operation between theory, laboratory, design, construction
and flight testing.
DISCUSSION:
Commander Rosendahl: This lecture covers an important phase
of airship operation. The possibility of detecting gusts and
controlling the ship automatically is important from an
economic standpoint, as well as from safety considerations.
When a vertical gust travels over the ship, the bow lifts
first and is corrected by putting the elevators down. When the
gust meets the tail, it is lifted and the ship noses down. This
second motion must be anticipated and neutralized by putting
the elevators up.

which the ship floats, being caused by a gradient of pressure.
Small excess pressures come to act on one side of the ship and
give it a bodily acceleration, but since the ship moves as if it
were part of the air, the change in wind velocity will not be
felt, only the impulse. If the motion of the air mass is
rotational, it will press harder on one end than on the other, and
the ship will begin to yaw. This will create transverse relative
wind velocities. I would like to know what acceleration would
be necessary to unbalance a man standing on a platform subject
to an impulse.
Dr. Klemperer: The acceleration necessary to sweep a man off
his feet would undoubtedly vary with different persons and
depend on the suddenness or jolt. A fairly sudden horizontal
acceleration of 1/3 g would probably unbalance anybody. 1/5 g
would be felt as a severe disturbance by most observers.
Concerning the impulse type of gust, where a huge mass
of air surrounding the ship is accelerated as a whole, it is
difficult to see how the ship would experience severe loads,
stresses arising essentially just from mass concentration. On
the other hand, if a gust sweeps over the ship progressively,
there will be local velocity gradients or differences and
aerodynamic attack giving rise to major loads. Both the
impulse and the attack types of gusts are conceivable, but they
cannot be distinguished between by an accelerometer or by the
subjective sensation of mass forces.
Dr. Hunsaker: It might be helpful to apply the discussion of
gusts here to the accident to the Macon. I see that Commander
Kenworthy is here. Perhaps he could describe that event for us.
Commander Kenworthy, U. S. Navy: At the time of the
accident we were flying northward past Point Sur, only a short
distance out from the coast (see sketch). As the ship went by
Point Sur, I was in the control car watching for the second of
two fronts of which we had been informed by our H. T. A.
pilot, the second being said to be worse than the first. We had
passed the first front about 16:20 (4:20 p.m.), experiencing a
rise of about 4-6 m/sec.

Dr. Lewis then asked if Major Lober had anything to
contribute to the discussion on the handling of airships.
Major Clarence B. Lober, U. S. Army: In the operation of nonrigid airships such as are in use today by the Army, the
problem of gusts has been of more importance from the
piloting than from the structural viewpoint. The control of the
TC-13 in pitch, even during only moderately turbulent air,
leaves much to be desired. It is believed that this lack of
control is due to the effect of gusts in unbalancing the thrust
resistance couple. This is more noticeable in the TC-13 than in
former Army non-rigids, due to the larger size, as the engines
lie farther from the center line of the hull and also develop
more thrust. In smooth air the thrust-resistance couple is easily
balanced by adjusting the location of the fuel load or by
shifting the center of buoyancy by adjusting the distribution of
air in the ballonets. However, when the airship encounters a
horizontal gust, the balance of moments is disturbed as the
resistance is decreased or increased, causing the ship to nose
down or up. One solution of this problem would be to put one
engine on top of the ship and one beneath, supporting the upper
engine by a large tubular bracing, which would serve as a
passageway to the upper engine. The upper engine position
would also be useful for celestial navigation and defensive
purposes. Another aid is the use of bow elevators in addition to
those at the rear. If both solutions were utilized, the control in
pitch in turbulent air would be much improved.
Dr. W. Hovgaard: I conceive the gust, not as a jet of air, but
rather as an accelerated movement of the entire mass of air in

Dr. Hunsaker: Was a front visible?
Commander Kenworthy: It was accompanied by rain. The
weather was distinctly turbulent. Later a cloud formation was
observed, extending out from the shore and lying about 200 ft.
above us, somewhat like the dotted line in the drawing.
Remembering the first front, I suggested that we head out to
sea. Leaning on the control car window, I was watching this
cloud formation and waiting for the turn to be completed, when
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I felt a violent bodily movement of the ship to port, as if a
salvo of guns had been fired to starboard. Others say they were
thrown to starboard and others thought the gust was from port.
Almost immediately we felt a distinct jar in the ship and knew
that something had carried away.
Dr. von Karman: Were the people who reported oppositely in
the rear of the ship?
Commander Kenworthy: One of the men in the lower fin,
Fraas, said he went to port. I don’t remember what Galation,
who was also there, said.
Dr. Hunsaker: Were you jolted hard, or pressed against the
window noticeably?
Commander Kenworthy: I was already leaning against the
window sill, so I didn’t notice particularly.
Dr. Hunsaker: Did you have any marks or bruises to indicate
that you might have been forced against it?
Commander Kenworthy: I didn’t notice it at the time, but
several days later I noticed some bruises which I might have
received in various ways, but didn’t feel at the time.
Dr. Hunsaker: What speed was the ship flying?
Commander Kenworthy: 61 to 63 knots.
Dr. Hunsaker: Had you ever met such conditions before?
Commander Kenworthy: There was particularly one similar
incident that I recall that happened on the previous flight.
There were often gusty conditions along the coast.
Dr. A. V. de Forest, Massachusetts Institute of Technology:
Would you not then better have headed toward it rather than
turning away? Or is it usual to head away from a disturbance?
Commander Kenworthy: When possible, the procedure is to go
around it. It would probably have been better in this case to
head into it, just as you would a ship into a heavy sea, but there
was no reason to expect to meet the effects we did.
Dr. de Forest: Was this gust in advance of clouds? Was it
raining?
Commander Kenworthy: The elevator man, Conover, reported
a wisp of cloud appearing beneath the nose of the ship just
before the gust struck us. He was standing by for a bump. It
had rained during the passage of the first front, but was not
raining at this time. The gust came before we had reached the
line of clouds described - a mile or two, perhaps.
Question from the floor: Do you consider the gust the basic
cause of the wreck?
Commander Kenworthy: That would be placing it pretty
definitely. Operation, design, construction, and other factors
might enter. I think that if it hadn’t been for the gust, nothing
would have happened at this time. Also, if we hadn’t been
changing course away from it as we were, it might not even
then have resulted as it did.
Commander Rosendahl: This line of questioning tends to pin
the thing on the weather. I do not think this is justified. The
weather conditions may merely have been the trigger which set
it off. Not that I disagree with anything Commander
Kenworthy has said; on the contrary, his statements fit very
well with the mental picture I have of the accident.
Dr. Lewis then asked if Commander Mills had anything to add
Commander Mills: I agree with Lieutenant-Commander
Kenworthy in general in regard to his statement of events
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leading up to the moment of the fatal accident to the Macon. I
was passing from the control car to the navigator’s
compartment when the ship seemed to take a roll to starboard
and bow downward, followed almost instantly by a series of
severe vibrations. These vibrations gave me the impression that
the control car was being dragged over a bumpy road. As I
came through the door leading into the navigator’s
compartment, I noticed the wind began blowing the charts and
papers around on the desk. I closed the door immediately and
observed that a strong blast of air was entering the port
window, as if a strong side gust were acting on the ship. We
had been through just as bad weather in the early morning as
that through which we passed just prior to the accident.
However, we had been flying at a lower speed.

Hampton, the Roma never lived up to
expectations despite being heralded
as the future of military innovation.
Tragically, it crashed and
erupted in a ball of fire in 1922,
claiming the lives of thirty-four of the
brave men aboard.
Author Nancy E. Sheppard
reveals the forgotten, harrowing story
of one of the last great airships and
those who sacrificed their lives for the
promise of a new era in aviation.
+++++++

Mr Upson: Coming back to Dr. Klemperer’s lecture, a lot of
data have been accumulated on the effect of weather conditions
on airplane operations. While the two types of craft are very
different, yet they are in some respects similar, and these data
might be profitably studied and applied to airship operations.
Dr. Lewis: Dr. von Karman, what would be the most
advantageous manner of making tests on the Los Angeles?
Dr. von Karman: I wish to extend my remarks beyond the
direct question. In the first place, I want to compliment
Lieutenant-Commander Reichelderfer on the data contained in
his paper. It will be valuable to the Durand Committee.
Wind shifts are not so treacherous to aircraft operation
as gusts, for wind shifts can be predicted. The gusts described
by Commander Kenworthy are probably caused by the coast
mountains. Because of the Shenandoah crash, the bending
moments in the hull were considered most dangerous, whereas
it seems that actually the most dangerous spots are the tail
surfaces and their connections with the main structure.
Recently, in investigating the effect of gusts on airships,
I have assumed that the velocity distribution through the gust
can be represented by a sine wave. Then I have investigated
different ratios of ship length to gust wave length. From studies
such as this, I think an idealized gust may be set up for design
purposes. However, more experimental data are needed. The
effect of the form of fins should be investigated, and pressure
distribution measurements made. The Los Angeles should be
used for fundamental measurements by acceleration and
apparent mass tests, and by recording forces and gusts met in
operation. The whirling arm is the only means for studying, on
a model, the effects of gusts. I have talked quite a bit with Mr
Bolster, who was on the Macon at the time of the accident. He
said that if there had been an opportunity to trim the ship, it
could have gotten back to its base in spite of the loss of gas. It
is possible that better methods of balancing the ship can be
devised, either by pumping ballast from one place to another,
or possibly by bow
THE
elevators,
or
DANIEL GUGGENHEIM
perhaps, as Dr.
AIRSHIP INSTITUTE
Munk suggested, by
boundary
layer
control. The latter
REPORT
method is in the
ON
first
stage
of
AIRSHIP
FORUM
development.
July 25-26, 1935
However, it has
been demonstrated
that airplanes can be
operated
without
ailerons, merely by
using
boundary
.
layer control. ♣
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personnel, are normally passed on by
first-hand instruction from one
experienced practitioner to the
trainee. But this option will not be
available for would-be developers of
future generations of very large
airships because there are no
personnel alive today with any
operational experience from the
previous generations.
In recognition of this fact, the
book sets out to examine historical
records in order to evaluate and
interpret surviving written material
relevant to the subject.
The book takes a detailed look
at the tough, dirty, under-valued but
vitally important job of the airship
ground crew. It includes a detailed
analysis of the tasks involved and a
definition of the term “ground
handling”; it establishes guidelines for
ground handling procedures based
upon historical past practice. It
concludes with recommendations
and a suggested strategy aimed at
helping those intent upon the design
of ground support infrastructures for
future airship projects to avoid
wasting time and money in “reinventing the wheel.”

PRESS RELEASE
This short but important text
was
one
of
the
very
few
contemporary works on German
Army airships. It was first published
in June 1918 under conditions of
wartime censorship but with the
apparent approval of the Leutnant
Lampel's superiors.
Translated for the first time into
English, it gives a good flavour of life
on board a Zeppelin during flight, and
the variety of theatres the German
Army airships were deployed to. It
includes brief descriptions of raids on
Paris, London, Brest-Litovsk and
Bucharest, as well as a transfer flight
to the Balkan region.
+++++++

+++++++

Ground-Handling
Large Airships:
A Cinderella Profession
By Giles Camplin
Hardback. 300 pages.
Published 2016 by New Generation www.newgenerationpublishing.com
Order online from Amazon and
similar websites or from all good
bookshops
ISBN 978-1-78507-362-5
Price: £24.99
PRESS RELEASE
Originally a PhD Thesis
entitled Rediscovering The Arcane
Science of Ground Handling Large
Airships, this book is an investigation
into ways of reducing some of the
risks inherent in the development of a
new generation of very large airships.
It resulted from the author’s
experiences when trying to establish
ground-handling
procedures
for
CargoLifter in Germany, which
terminated with the collapse of the
Company in 2002.
Practical skills, such as those
required by airship ground crew

A Passion For Flight:
Volume Three
by Errol W. Martyn
Pages: 208 : 14-07-2014
Publisher: Volplane Press
Available from:
www.nationwidebooks.co.nz/prod
uct/a-passion-for-flight-volumethree-1-9780473264246
ISBN: 9780473264246

Army Zeppelins on
the Offensive
By Leutnant Martin Lampel
New translation by Alastair Reid
Paperback, 86 Pages : 05 Nov 2016
Published by Lulu publishing
Available from their webpage:
www.lulu.com/shop/leutnantmartin-lampel/army-zeppelins-onthe-offensive/paperback/product22929712.html
Price: £4.80 (excl. VAT)

PRESS RELEASE
Whereas Volume Two of A
Passion For Flight concentrated on
civil aviation during 1910-1914, this
third and final volume focuses
primarily on the military aspect. Also
presented for the first time is a full
and long overdue account of the
remarkable career of Feilding-born
Joseph Joel (‘Joe’) Hammond, the
most prominent and successful New
Zealand aviator of the period but who
is now largely forgotten.
Hammond was the first British
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waters of the British Isles, to the final
victory in 1918.
Profusely illustrated with many
unpublished photographs the book
contains
previously
unpublished
material from official archives and the
personal accounts of veterans give a
unique insight into life as an airship
pilot in the First World War

NEW NON-FICTION

Zeppelin Hindenburg:
An Illustrated History of
LZ-129.
by Dan Grossman, Cheryl Ganz and
Patrick Russell
Hardcover: 192 pages (May 1, 2017)
The History Press, Stroud, GL5 2QG
www.thehistorypress.co.uk
ISBN-10: 0750969954
ISBN-13: 978-0750969956
PRESS RELEASE
LZ129
Hindenburg
was
intended as the first of many German
airships built for passenger, freight,
and mail service between Europe
and North and South America.
Although most famous for her
fiery crash on May 6, 1937,
Hindenburg had completed 62
successful flights before the ship’s
hydrogen lifting gas ignited while
landing at Lakehurst, New Jersey.
Here three world-renowned
Hindenburg
experts
have
collaborated to create the definitive
photographic history of the Zeppelin.
Gripping historical research is
combined with a vivid selection of
rare ephemera, rare photographs,
and a fold-out section showcasing
the ship's plans.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS
- Dan Grossman has been writing
about rigid airships and Zeppelins for
over 20 years, and he runs the
world’s
leading
airship-related
website. He lives in Atlanta.
- Cheryl Ganz is former Chief Curator
of the Smithsonian's National Postal
Museum and a leading Hindenburg
collector. She lives in Winfield, Ilinois.
- Patrick Russell served as an
historical consultant on numerous
Zeppelin-related
television
documentaries. He lives in Chicago.
+++++++
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Coastal Patrol: Royal
Naval Airship
Operations During the
Great War 1914-1918

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
- Brian J. Turpin trained as an aircraft
engineer and served in the V-force of
RAF Bomber Command. He learned
to fly in the 1950s and on leaving the
RAF in 1960, studied for his
Commercial Pilot’s Licence and flew
professionally for the next forty years.
He now works part-time as a flying
instructor with a local flying club. As
an airship historian, he specialises in
the development of British naval
airships and has had numerous
magazine articles published. He has
flown in balloons and airships and
holds a balloon pilot’s licence.
+++++++

by Brian J. Turpin
Hardcover: 288 pages. 30 Sept. 2016
144 black-and-white photographs
Publisher: Fonthill Media
ISBN-10: 1781555273
ISBN-13: 978-1781555279
PRESS RELEASE
In the summer of 1915 the
Royal Naval Air Service found itself
engaged in an unexpected war at
sea, the fight to prevent the German
submarine fleet from disrupting the
flow of vital supplies to the British
Isles, necessary for the conduct of
the war. It was a war that had to be
won because by the spring of 1917
the U-boat campaign against Allied
merchant shipping was close to
bringing the British war effort to the
point of collapse. Airships of the
RNAS played a vital part in this new
war at sea.
This book tells the story of the
young men who ventured out over
the often hostile waters around the
British Isles in airships, who were
expected to hunt down the German
submarines and to attack them with
the hopelessly inadequate weapons
at their disposal.
The story is told by those who
took part in this new form of warfare,
through pieces written by them or via
interviews with veterans. It covers the
entire experience of being an airship
pilot, from initial training, through their
numerous adventures while flying
these frail craft over the coastal

The Airship Roma
Disaster in Hampton
Roads
by Nancy E. Sheppard
Paperback:192 pages 25 Jan 2016
Publisher: History Press (SC)
ISBN-10: 1467119202
ISBN-13: 978-1467119207
Price: £14.43
PRESS RELEASE
In March 1921, Major John G.
Thornell and his crew were detailed
to Italy to procure a new experimental
airship for the United States Army Air
Service. Stationed at Langley Field in

RECONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSES OF "OVERWEIGHT"
IN AIRSHIPS R.100 AND R.101
by C.P. Hall II
The Lighter- Than-Air Society, Akron, Ohio, U .S.A.
Paper J-4 given at The Airship Association’s 3rd International Airship Convention and Exhibition, Friedrichshafen, 2000

The standard historical anecdote is that the shortcomings of R.100 and R.101 originated with the 1924
Labour Government. Lord Thomson is said to have converted Burney’s commercial scheme into a test case
for socialist enterprise. He created The Airworthiness of Airships Panel. The Panel’s criteria resulted in
minor structural eccentricities in both ships; its strength mandates, stated as ‘factors of safety’ in specified
hypothetical situations, resulted in both airships being both overstrong and overweight as compared to
American and German contemporaries. The proposed paper will document the followings points:
1) The multiple onerous design criteria found in R & M 970 originated in an Aeronautical Research
Committee paper in 1922.
2) For three political reasons, these criteria became Air Ministry design criteria for commercial airships
around midyear 1923.
3) The two men who later become Chief Designers of R.100 and R.101 were working on the design of
structural components - solutions to comply with these criteria - during the latter half of 1923.
4) With a single exception, affecting both airships, there is little evidence that the R & M 970 “Schedule of
Factors of Safety” had any effect on the weight of R.100 and R.101.
5) These design criteria had resulted in maldistributions of structural materials; both hull shapes were
aerodynamically efficient at the expense of lifting gas capacity.
6) It will be demonstrated that R.100 and R.101 were not overly built 5,000,000 cubic foot designs, they
were instead ships the size and weight of 6,000,000 cubic foot American or German designs, ‘heavy’
because they contained only 5,000,000 cubic feet of lifting gas. The point will be confirmed by a
statistical table comparing Lengthened R.101 with American ZRS-5 USS Macon.
There is a standard series of historical anecdotes
regarding the origins, design peculiarities and functional
shortcomings of R.100 and R.101. Briefly stated: The 1922-23
Burney Scheme for an airship service to India would have
produced good, Vickers-designed airships. In 1924, C.B.
Thomson becomes a peer and Air Minister who converts the
Burney Scheme into a socialist demonstration project.
Thomson created The Airworthiness of Airships Panel, which
developed standards of safety. These resulted in two ships
stronger and heavier than their foreign contemporaries. While
each contained unique design features, they were not A Priori
design freaks. R.100 was more "Zeppelin-like" with wirebraced transverse frames while R.101, with deep, unbraced
rings, was similar to the USN ZRS-4 and 5.
There is not an utterly false statement in the previous
paragraph; however, no sentence is without flaw. Taken
together, they mislead more than enlighten. The explanation
should begin with the R.38 disaster.
In 1921, R.38 was, arguably, the largest, most advanced
and innovative airship in the world.1 It had been sold to the
U.S. Navy and was undergoing trials. On its fourth flight,
subjected to a series of turns, the structure failed and the ship
broke in two. The forward section caught fire and crashed into
the Humber River, killing almost all on board. The aft section
fell into the river, and three men were rescued therefrom.
The Court of Inquiry into an embarrassing accident with
international ramifications uncovered apparent lapses in design
supervision but revealed little as to the precise cause of the
structural failure. Subsequently Air Vice-Marshal Sir Edward

Ellington, Director General of Supply and Research, Air
Ministry directed that an accidents investigation sub-committee
be created to “... carry out an investigation of all technical
details which contributed to the recent accident to H.M. Airship
R.38.” 1 The Chairman was Lt. Col. Mervyn O’Gorman and
Commander H.T. Dyer and Mr C.P. Burgess, both of the U.S.
Navy, were asked to participate.
The Sub-Committee’s report, R & M 775 (A.2.) dated
30 JAN 22, listed several conclusions. Among these it was
noted: No calculation of stress caused by aerodynamic forces
had been undertaken by the designers; existing methods for
calculation to determine the scantlings of structural members
are insufficiently accurate and more exact methods should be
developed; model work and full scale experiment is essential to
verify the forces to which an airship is subjected.
These conclusions begged further study and a second,
smaller sub-committee was authorized which was named The
Airship Stressing Panel.2 The idea for this panel would later be
credited to Wing Commander T.R Cave-Browne-Cave,17 a
serving RAF officer, experienced airshipman, and
Investigation Sub-Committee member. The Panel members
were Chairman R.V. Southwell, A.J.S. Pippard, G.H. Scott,
and C.P. Burgess. Southwell and Pippard were academic
engineers with some heavier-than-air aviation experience.
Scott was an engineer and Britain’s foremost airship pilot.
Burgess was an engineer with LTA experience in the
Construction Corps, USN. All except Southwell were members
of the R.38 Investigation Sub-Committee. Early on Burgess
was recalled to America and not replaced.
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The Panel was asked to consider the validity of current
methods of stress calculation and to consider better methods
which would, “... enable a closer basis of design to be
obtained.” 2 Formed in December 1921, the Panel considered
the subject of more accurate methods, collected voluminous
appendices, and came to several questionable conclusions.
The Panel declared that an airship designer must deal
with two related problems. He must know:
“(1) the magnitude and distribution of load-systems
which act upon that structure, and,
(2) the stresses imposed by these load-systems upon the
component members of the structure.”
Although at that time, knowledge under either heading
was inadequate, specific suggestions were made, the one
discussed here with the Panel’s italics for emphasis. An
airship’s hull was compared to a braced tube of infinite length,
but it was noted that an airship hull was not really of great
length in relation to its diameter. Both ends could be thought of
as roughly symmetrical, braced pyramids. If the symmetry
were perfect, then the stiffness of the pyramids would tend to
constrain the bases to remain plane. This was declared to work
under uniform axial loading, “... but not under shear or
torsional couples, except in special cases - e.g. when the crosssection of the tube is a regular polygon (without keel) and the
longitudinal and diagonal members are uniform.” This was
repeated in the conclusion with the added note that, absent a
keel, strong rigid transverse frames would carry the
concentrated loads.
The Report of The Airship Stressing Panel was
completed in August, 1922. Completed when there was little
hope of further development, it passed into the archives with
little comment or notice. Chairman Southwell would later
declare that he expected it to be criticized as incomplete, not
distinguished by new material, and academic.17
Ten months later, in June, 1923, Britain hosted an
International Air Congress in London which was attended by
representatives from 17 nations. Lt. Col. V.C. Richmond, an
engineer in the Air Ministry’s Civil Aviation Department,
presented a paper entitled, The Hulls of Rigid Airships. The
paper was clearly an elaboration of the work of The Airship
Stressing Panel. R.V. Southwell was present and commented
that Richmond had filled in the gaps in his Panel’s framework
and found it useful for his practical purposes. Wing
Commander T.R. Cave-Browne-Cave was also present. He
declared that knowledge of hull stress had come from a state of
complete ignorance when R.38 was designed to an extremely
satisfactory state and that Commander Burney (who was
actually involved in airship development) was said to be on
board, and his efforts would proceed concurrently with it.17
Why was this 10-month-old report regurgitated mid-1923?
In 1919, the Air Estimate was £54 million, and the
Royal Air Force reluctantly took over the Airship Service from
the Royal Navy. The Airship Service was deactivated in 1921
and the remaining airships were stored. In 1922, the Air
Estimate was down to just under £11 million. The Airship
Stressing Panel had just begun its work when, early in 1922,
spokesman for Vickers and Shell Oil Co., inventor and retired
naval officer C.D. Burney, proposed a subsidized airship
service to India.14 While the primary thrust was Imperial
communications, a secondary consideration was cited by
observing that, in a military crisis, airships would be useful
naval scouts. The Air Ministry did not wish to support airships
and did not wish naval support to become an intrusion into
their aeronautical sphere of influence. By August 1922, the
Panel’s report was filed and the Burney Scheme had received a
hearing but was going nowhere as the coalition Government
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under Prime Minister David Lloyd George was offering no
meaningful support for civil aviation in any form.13
Late in 1922, a general election resulted in a new
Conservative Party majority, Burney was elected a
Conservative MP, and A. Bonar Law became PM. No friend of
an independent RAF, Law informed his candidate for Air
Minister that, “… the post may be abolished in a few weeks.” 22
First Sea Lord, Admiral of the Fleet Earl Beatty, seized this
opportunity to attempt to reclaim the pilots and naval aircraft
which served with the fleet from the RAF. While the major
issues were aircraft carrier based planes and pilots, the Air
Ministry felt obliged to defend against any naval encroachment
into the air, including airships.
Sub-Committees of the Committee of Imperial Defence
were formed. Two were directed to study Admiral Beatty’s
issues of naval aviation.22 Two were established to reconsider
the Burney Scheme for an Imperial Airship Service. 14
Why had this undistinguished, incomplete report suddenly
become the stone tablets from Mt. Sinai of airship design?
Already in a defensive mode regarding Admiral
Beatty’s issues, the Air Ministry apparently decided that if the
Burney Scheme was to receive Government support, then it
must be under Air Ministry auspices, thus protecting the
aviation monopoly. The method chosen was to demonstrate
that Air Ministry staff had already developed Air Ministry
design standards applicable to future airship development. Air
Ministry staff would also demonstrate knowledge of
commercial operational requirements. The Air Ministry
mooring mast patent holder would present a new mooring mast
design. Burney was the key individual who had to be pulled
into the Air Ministry orbit. The hook was a program of fullscale aerodynamic tests on an existing Air Ministry airship
eliminating the need to build a prototype airship.
Aerodynamic forces and the stresses they impose upon
an airship’s structural components were known to exist. In
mid-1923, they remained the subject of conflicting theories
with little factual data. Much experimentation with models in
wind tunnels had been carried out; however, results on early
airships had not borne out the model findings. Between 1919
and 1921, the upper fins of two British-built airships (of very
dissimilar designs) had unexpectedly failed in flight. R.38 had
failed in flight, though the post mortem revealed it to be
stronger than surrendered German Naval Zeppelin L-71, which
had not. Full-scale aerodynamic tests were declared an
absolutely necessary first step for future airship development
by The Airship Stressing Panel. This was seconded by the
academic experts advising Burney as well. 5
What was the effect after mid-1923?
The Airship Stressing Panel and the Burney Scheme
were begun within months of each other at the beginning of
1922. Over the life of the Panel there is no evidence of
interaction with or influence upon Burney.
Initially Burney had contact with Vickers’ employee,
former airship design department head, H.B. Pratt,4 who
outlined an enlarged, Zeppelin-type structural concept with a
keel and transverse frames spaced 15 meters apart - to meet
Burney’s requirements. Early in 1923, Vickers searched out its
former designer Barnes N. Wallis. In May 1923 Burney and
Wallis travelled to Friedrichshafen 6 to discuss design and
fabrication of an airship with Luftschiffbau Zeppelin.
On 30 JUN 23, at the International Air Congress, G.H.
Scott presented his paper, The Commercial Aspects of Airship
Transport with a model of a new mooring mast design. V.C.
Richmond presented his paper, The Hulls of Rigid Airships. In
Britain this is the public manifestation of a change of direction

SHORTSTOWN’S CENTENARY
Shortstown kicked off the start of its centenary
th
celebrations on January 24 2017 with a special visit
from Liz Walker the great great niece of Eustace and
Oswald Short who founded the village to accommodate
their airship workers back in 1917.

Liz Walker recounting the early exploits of the Short brothers to
pupils at Shortstown Primary School

Liz was here to present each child with a specially
designed centenary mug. Shortstown Heritage was able
to secure a grant from The Harpur Trust in Bedford to
fund the purchase of the mugs along with a small history
booklet. Pupils at the school were invited to draw a
design for the mug and the winning design was then
chosen by staff members.

Happy Birthday Shortstown!
The centenary mugs designed by pupil Hadia Shazad.

Also invited was Stephen McGlennan from Hybrid
Air Vehicles (HAV) who as a representative of the current
residents of Shed No 1 was invited to present the history
booklets.
The visit didn’t stop there. Liz and her husband
Barrie then walked across to The Shorts HQ Building
kindly opened up for the morning by developers Bellway
who were there to greet her. Liz was delighted to be
inside the building commissioned and built by her great
great uncles.
The party then moved on to visit Shed No 1 and
was given the grand tour by HAV.
All in all a good day all round!

Jane Harvey

+++++++

From The Daily Mirror – found by Peter Davison
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THE MERRYWEATHER LADDER
When the RAF Museum finally vacated their
workshop premises in Cardington Camp several bits of
airship specific equipment were gifted to AHT. One of the
largest items was an extendable, wooden, ‘fireman’s’
ladder mounted on three wheels that was made by the
Merryweather Company for the Royal Airship Works and
used during construction of the R101 – see opposite.
With some considerable effort on the part of our then
Hon. Exec. Secretary, Peter Garth, the ladder was
transported with the rest of our collection to Old Warden
where it was stored on a nearby farm.
When we got it the old ladder was in poor repair
and following some research by Peter, a wheelwright,
who was expert in the repair of wooden structures, was
located in Stoke Mandeville and the ladder was moved
again. Sadly, while the restoration was in progress, the
craftsman doing the work suffered a crippling accident
and shortly after this, one of the newly built, 5 ft diameter,
replacement wooden wheels ‘disappeared in the night.’ It
has never been seen since.
This double
whammy
effectively
brought
restoration to an end and thereafter the wheel-less
chassis was moved on several times along with other
large items of the AHT collection. It spent some time in a
barn on the farm at Kesgrave but was rejected by the
FAAM when they acquired the major part of the AHT
collection. When the farm was cleared, the ladder was
moved again to the small RAF Museum at Millom where
further restoration was planned. However, work had not
started when Millom closed whereupon what was left of
the ladder was finally acquired by SkySport Engineering
and returned to their workshops in Bedfordshire, where it
currently resides.
The story of the ladder’s adventures was told in
Dirigible No.63 – Summer 2011, since when work has
been quietly progressing. Tim Moore of SkySport has
kindly sent Dirigible some photos of current progress and
he recently made an appeal in an advert in Old Glory
magazine, (Britain’s best-selling magazine for steam and
vintage machinery enthusiasts. - www.oldglory.co.uk)
making a long shot attempt to recover the missing wheel.
So the old Merryweather ladder is very much still
with us, and one day it is hoped will end its days in
peaceful retirement as an exhibit in a Museum.

The mechanism for extending the ladder sections has been
refurbished in SkySport’s workshop
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The ladder with the R101 test gas cell behind it

and focus regarding airship design.
Between 7 AUG 23 and 6 NOV 23, V.C. Richmond and
G.H. Scott jointly filed multiple patent applications eventually
accepted as seven patents. Application No. 27,222/23,
submitted 30 OCT 23, subsequently accepted as Patent No.
225,684, Improvements in Transverse Frames for Rigid
Airships. The patent is aimed at correcting the flaws of the
Zeppelin-type transverse frame cited by The Airship Stressing
Panel.
On 26 JAN 24, Barnes Wallis submitted several patent
applications eventually accepted as Patent No. 233,020 and
223,021. The opening paragraph of No. 223,021 is a concise
statement of the shortcomings of a Zeppelin-type structure
according to The Airship Stressing Panel. The subject of Patent
No. 223,020 is gasbag restraints, cited in Wallis’s biography as
his answer to the ruling of The Airworthiness of Airships Panel
which would not be created for several months and would not
meet until 14 MAY 24.
The conclusion is that the 1924 Labour Government’s
Airworthiness of Airships Panel did incorporate and confirm
the design concepts first presented in The Report of The
Airship Stressing Panel. The point, however, is that these
criteria already had official status, publicly so since June 1923.
Had Labour never formed a government, the Burney Scheme
airships would have been handicapped by most of the criteria
now blamed on this Labour Government panel. The patents
demonstrate the focus of both men who would design the last
two 20th century British rigid airships.
Having demonstrated that the criteria, first outlined by
The Airship Stressing Panel in 1922, later fleshed out by
Vincent Richmond in June 1923, were considered mandates by
both designers prior to the formation of the Labour
Government in 1924; we now consider the effects of these
mandates upon the two airship designs. There are too many
effects, ranging in importance from major to nuance, to discuss
in this forum. In his biography, for his own reasons, Barnes
Wallis chose to discuss gasbag wiring attributing the mandate
to The Airworthiness of Airships Panel. 15 Here, consideration
will be focused upon keel elimination, symmetry of crosssection, and hull shape. 2
Keel elimination was an obvious step to cross-sectional
symmetry. An airship keel was the standard structure carrying
heavy, “disposable” loads such as fuel, ballast, military stores,
cargo, etc. Initially, both Wallis and Richmond addressed the
idea of deep transverse frames within which fuel and ballast
containers could be slung, just as was done in earlier ships’
keels. The point is demonstrated in Patent No. 223,021 by
Wallis and the finished R.101 by Richmond.
Symmetry of cross-section represents the triumph of
theory over reality. A theory of stress calculation simplification
vs. the realities of gravity, load distribution, and the resultant
built-in tendency to structural “hogging.” A rigid airship with

longitudinals and bracing divided about the cross-section of the
hull in perfect symmetry seems theoretically capable of equal
resistance to a given aerodynamic stress applied across any
plane of the cross-section of the hull: horizontal, vertical or
diagonal. The reality seems to be that, either such a hull is
adequate to deal with a given aerodynamic stress in the vertical
plane where it compounds the “hogging” stress and thus the
ship is overbuilt to deal with anticipated aerodynamic stress in
every other plane, or the design is adequately strong to deal
with stress in all planes save vertical, and no more than
marginally adequate in the vertical plane.
(It is interesting to note that Barnes Wallis abandoned
the deep ring, creating a novel solution successfully addressing
these academic criteria in the design of R.100. Richmond stuck
with the deep ring and was allowed several waivers from the
letter of the Stressing Panel and Airworthiness Panel criteria.)
Shape is the final factor of this discussion. It is more
complex as other factors compounded the Stressing Panel
criteria. Early rigid airships tended to be tubular amidships
with blunt noses and tails. Luftschiffbau Zeppelin engineer Dr.
Paul Jaray declared he advocated streamlining to eliminate the
parallel section. 12 It was reduced in the LZ-62 design of 1916,
but he never eliminated the parallel section entirely until LZ120 Bodensee in 1919. Design theory at Vickers was
progressing along the same lines at the same time. R.80 was
completed in 1920 and described by Vickers as “The latest
British Rigid Airship. The hull is of correct streamline form,
without any parallel portion.” 16 A table (see below)
comparing contemporary airships may help to illustrate this
unique aspect of R.100 and R.101.
The Barnes Wallis November 1923 design concept
utilized deep, stiff transverse frames, 10ft. deep by 12ft. wide
in cross-section. The ship’s cross-sectional form was a 14 sided
polygon. The longest distance between transverse frames was
67ft. (20.6m), center to center. The longest longitudinal girders
were 55ft. (17m) as the deep ring carried 12ft. of longitudinal
framing. There would be a parallel section amidships. There
was no keel and no intermediate framing. 5
As 1923 came to a close, Wallis was asked to explore a
reconfiguration of the hull shape retaining the 5,000,000 cu. ft.
gas capacity while restricting the length to 695ft., which made
lengthening the shed (presumably Cardington) unnecessary. 5
Drawings and data were prepared in January, 1924. A wind
tunnel model for experiments at [The National Physical
Laboratory] was prepared. Wind tunnel tests indicated this
shape to be superior to previous designs. The data was
available to both designers. The dimensions and hull shape for
both ships were settled during 1924 and only modified
minutely during the next five years; even though the
Cardington shed was subsequently enlarged.
These two designs, with the lowest fineness ratios of
any rigid airship (R.100 - 709 : 133ft. = 5.33 to 1; R.101 -732 :

The ladder chassis undergoing restoration

+++++++
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132ft. = 5.5 to 1) seem to conform to Stressing Panel theory.
Neither was of great length in proportion to diameter. The
frame of each might well be described as two braced pyramids
attached base to base. The problem was that adding a quest for
geometric and aerodynamic perfection of hull form cost both
ships in lifting gas capacity as compared to Goodyear/Zeppelin
ZRS-5 and Luftschiffbau Zeppelin LZ-129, both with fineness
ratios of 6.0 to 1. Although amidships gasbags of comparable
diameter and length are of comparable lifting gas capacity, the
parabolic angle necessitated by the shorter distances to bow
and stern results in a loss of gas capacity both fore and aft.

From Hartcup's, “The Achievement of the Airship” p29

It is submitted that these two 5,000,000 cu ft. British
airships were not “heavy” because they were “strong”
compared to American and German designs. They were
“heavy” because they were the size of 6,000,000 cu ft.
American or German designs but only contained 5,000,000 cu
ft. of hydrogen. The shortcoming of this declaration is that no
6,000,000 cu ft. American or German craft with which to
compare was ever built. The historical event which makes a
comparison possible is that R.101 was lengthened, creating
space for one additional gasbag just aft of amidships (hereafter
designated R.101C) 14 increasing lifting gas capacity to 5.5
million cu ft. with dimensions approximating those of ZRS-5
U.S.S. Macon. This modification is near ideal for the purpose
of this comparison as the addition is amidships, the bow and
stern structures, though further apart, remain unchanged.
These two ships are comparable due to similarity of
over-all dimensions and because they shared some common
structural elements. In both ships:
1. The forward most transverse frames were Zeppelin pattern
trusses joined end-to-end to form rings that were wire braced.
2. The other main transverse frames were deep rings formed
from girders, triangular in cross-section and not wire braced.
This pattern begins well forward and continues as far aft as the
rudder post.
3. The longitudinal girders are mounted on the outer edge of
the built up transverse frames.
There were also significant differences which included:
1. R.101C had but 15 main longitudinal girders, large in crosssection, supplemented by 14 reefing girders while ZRS-5 had
36 longitudinal girders, comparatively small in cross-section.

10

2. R.101C had no keel and containers for disposable loads
were slung within the lower ⅓ of the main transverse frames.
ZRS-5 had three keels: one along the top of the transverse
frames, two at 45° angles from the bottom of the transverse
frames. Containers for disposable loads were carried in the two
lower keels.
3. R.101C had no intermediate transverse rings, while ZRS-5
had intermediate rings spaced at 5 meter intervals. 21
Within the hulls of both ships, a load carrying structure
displaced a comparable amount of gas capacity. R101C had a
passenger/crew accommodation two levels in height between
frames 6 and 8. ZRS-5 had crew quarters and a hangar for up to
five small aircraft in Bay 5.
R.101C was 777ft. long with a maximum diameter of
132ft., resulting in a lifting gas capacity of 5,509,753 cu ft..
ZRS-5 was 785ft. long with a maximum diameter of 132.86ft.,
resulting in a lifting gas capacity of 6,850,000 cu ft. If
R.101C’s new longitudinal girders had been made 53ft. in
length instead of 45ft., both craft would have been 785ft. long
with less that one foot difference in maximum diameter, and
R.101C would gain less than 100,000 cu ft. in capacity.
Sir Peter G. Masefield proposed an R.101D with two
new bays for new gasbags instead of one. 822ft. long and
132ft. maximum diameter, containing 6,020,053 cu ft. of
hydrogen R.101D would have been 20ft. longer than LZ-129,
3ft. less in maximum diameter, with more than 1,000,000 cu ft.
less hydrogen capacity.
Sir Peter also revealed details of an R.102 follow on
project. R.102 would be 822ft. long with a maximum diameter
of 134ft., a fineness ratio of 6.13 to 1, yielding a hydrogen
capacity of 7,500,000 cu ft.. The difference in hydrogen
capacity was to be achieved by reducing the passenger
accommodation within the hull, adding 2ft. to the maximum
diameter, “... with fuller lines at bows and stern to provide
additional gasbag capacity to carry the weights of mooring
gear and of the vertical and horizontal tail surfaces.” 14
At the end of this paper is a table comparing the weights
of various components of R.101C, ZRS-5, and LZ-129. The
sources of data are noted. The percentage figures shown are
given weight as a percent of gross lift. It is left to the reader to
see how well R.101C compares to ZRS-5 if R.101C’s
percentage figures are recalculated using ZRS-5’s gross lift.
The astute reader may well observe that none of this negates
the fact that R.101C simply weighed more, with or without
passenger accommodation, than ZRS-5, or LZ-129. It was a
stronger, ergo heavier structure? There is a rebuttal to this
observation.
In 1916, the LZ-62 standard was 10m between main,
wire-braced, transverse frame with a single, unbraced,
intermediate ring half the distance between. This hull element
or bay contained a single gasbag 10m in length. The British
copied this pattern from the captured [German] Naval Zeppelin
L-33. In 1917, in Germany, attempting to lighten the structure,
the space between main transverse frames was increased to
15m with two intermediate rings at 5m intervals. This created a
lighter structure of minimal strength, capable of higher
altitudes. The British attempt to copy this innovation was R.38;
its structure failed in flight.
When Britain decided to reconsider the rigid airship as a
commercial project, they initially looked at the German pattern
with more robust scantlings. As they were guided to stronger,
unconventional structures, the possibility of longer spaces
between main transverse frames seemed a logical direction.
The design history of R.100 is more complete and better
illustrates this progression.

AHT NEWS
ATHERSTONE’S DIARY ON TV
th

On Friday 18 November 2016 on BBC Two,
followers of the ‘Beeb’s’ hugely popular Antiques
Roadshow would have enjoyed, as part of Series 39, a
unique Golden Age of Travel Special.

Paul Atterbury examines the Atherstone Diary

Ms Atherstone said that the interview onboard the
train focused on the 'family' aspect, but that Paul
Atterbury did say afterwards that he felt it was crucial to
have the diary published.
This was advertised as “an ambitious first” in which
“Antiques Roadshow boards Britain's most famous steam
locomotive for a special edition that celebrates the
golden age of travel. Fresh from her ten-year restoration
programme, the “Flying Scotsman” welcomes Fiona
Bruce and experts, as well as visitors who bring
treasured family heirlooms that each tell tales from
different eras of travel's bygone days. As the locomotive
thunders across Cumbria and Yorkshire, visitors on
board tell experts about relatives who took part in some
of the greatest moments in travel history.”
Viewers familiar with Britain’s airship history would
have been delighted to see, appearing among the
‘visitors,’ Rebecca Atherstone, grand-daughter of the
R101’s first officer, Lieutenant-Commander Noel
Grabowski Atherstone. Rebecca had brought with her the
famous unpublished diary that her grandfather left with
his family when he climbed aboard the great airship in
October 1930 and set off on the final, fatal voyage.

Liet.-Cmdr. Atherstone’s unpublished diary

Rebecca Atherstone on board the train with some of her
family’s R101 memorabilia

The programme told viewers the story of the R101
and explained the context during the flimed interview with
Antiques Roadshow expert Paul Atterbury, to whom
Rebecca showed her grandfather’s diary. Rebecca told
Dirigible that the interview was a long one which was
edited down, but she was pleased that it raised the
profile of the R101 and that had been her main aim.

Publication is now being considered by the family
and the diary’s history was explained more recently in an
article on the subject by Danielle Sheridan published in
th
The Times newspaper on 4 February 2017 (p93). After
telling the story of R101 the article concluded:
“… Atherstone’s diary previously remained within
the family, but now his granddaughter, Rebecca
Atherstone, 66, is seeking to have the document
published. It did not come to light during the official
inquest into the crash and she believes it could shed
much light on why R101 failed. ”My grandmother hung on
to it and I don’t believe she understood its significance,”
Ms Atherstone says. ”Had this diary been available at the
public enquiry, it would have been dynamite.””
- Tale of ‘Titanic of the skies.’
In her note to Dirigible Rebecca adds that “in an
ideal world I would like it to be copied as it has been
written, in my grandfather's script, with all the cuttings
and pictures included.”
+++++++
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Other controls follow normal practice.
The engine is fitted with a starting handle operated
from the front seat. This is very satisfactory and efficient.
The landing carriage is good, in plan it is like a “Y”
with the two arms pointing astern.
Landing wheels were fitted.
RESULTS
The ship seems at a guess as fast as the ordinary
BE2C, 1800 revolutions on the indicator were obtained,
but it is understood that the gearing causes this to be
equivalent to 1600 only in reality. Possibly the new type
of propeller has something to do with this.
At this pace the lower planes had a tendency to
take charge and turn one in the opposite direction to that
desired. The leading edges warp but not nearly as
violently as the unstiffened planes originally fitted to SS3.
The rudder and horizontal helm wires are both
unnecessarily stiff. Elevating, as opposed to depressing,
is hard work because of the overhanging weights of the
big planes. The ship seems stable up to the speed tested
and answers the controls well. On the fourth flight a good
deal of ballast was accidentally let go and it became
necessary to valve to get down. This was done a little too
quickly with the result that the nose blew in but only very
slightly. The pressure was below 7 mm.
The blower is not very powerful and although no
attempt was made to descend really fast it seems a little
doubtful if it would cope with a big demand for air.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The bottom planes require additional bracing. It is
possible that a drift wire to each, as fitted to the
horizontal planes, may suffice. Springs should be fitted
on all four control wires. A larger blower tube and hose
may be advisable: if fitted, it is suggested that complete
outside hose be added.
The revolution indicator wants recalibrating. The
planes and inter-rudder wires want tightening up, while
the ship is flying at pressure. The pressure tube
arrangements could be improved so as to avoid kinking
the rubber tubing.
The elevation control wants re-modelling. It is
thought that it might be placed actually between the
knees as on “Beta.” Springs to take the weight of the
horizontal rudders are very advisable.
It is thought that when the above alterations have
been effected the ship should be very much more
comfortable and convenient and at least as efficient as
the ordinary SS type.
Major C M Waterlow
Squadron Commander RNAS
Experimental Examiner
+++++++
Email – 14 January 2017
Mayer LTA Collection Goes to Smithsonian
I have today had a letter from Margaret Mayer
(widow of Norman Mayer) in which she tells me that "the
Norman Mayer LTA Collection is now housed in the
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum in
Washington." As she also says - "What an honour!"
What good news it is that it has been saved for the
nation and will be available to researchers and historians
in the years to come.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerards Cross, Bucks
+++++++
Email – 18 January 2017
Rigger Richardson’s Licence
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Do you have any information on the type of
Licences that would have been issued to Airship men
around the 1930's?
I have attached photos of such a licence I have
recently come across [See back cover. – Ed.] … [it] was
issued in June 1930 in London … to an Airship Rigger
(Arthur Richardson) who served aboard the R101;
tragically he was not one of the survivors. Inside it has
original photos which match his on-line details as do the
date and place of birth.
I had the opportunity to visit the Bedford area in
October and met up with an R101 enthusiast who was,
as you can imagine, very pleased to see the licence. He
even got one of his reference books out to verify the
photo. He pointed out that it was interesting that the
rigger in the photo is in civilian clothes and not in uniform,
something which I hadn't really noticed.
It is really a puzzling document, … One of the
many things that puzzles me is why Richardson did not
take this document with him when he flew?
I had another look at the licence and noticed there
is an additional blank page listed for Endorsements, only
there are none listed.
I also found 3 other items of paperwork with the
licence, however only one actually has Mr. Richardson’s
name on it.
There are two copies of a paper booklet called
Notes on the History of Signals written by BrigadierGeneral E.G. Godfrey-Faussett - one is dated 1922, the
other does not have a full front cover.
The other document is The Trained Soldiers
Record book for Tests of Elementary Training, Quarterly
Judging Distance Tests from which it appears Arthur
Richardson was a Sergeant. The entry inside the first
page is as follows
Regimental No. - 2314686
Rank Name - Richardson J Sig
No of Section - 4
No of Rifle - 81518
There are a few entries of what appear to be
shooting tests and one of the entries is dated 1923.
Whilst these do not relate to the R101 they do give a bit
more background for the person.
The little information I have found out about it
suggests that this licence was hastily issued by the Air
Ministry at the time, hence the crossing out on the front
cover. I don't believe proper rigger licences were ever
issued as after the terrible tragedy the airship programme
was cancelled.
Can you tell me if this is a genuine document and
if anyone has seen a similar one previously?
Ideally, if it is genuine, this historic and rather
poignant document should really be in a museum for
historians or enthusiasts to view.
I would be interested to hear your opinion.
C. H., Yorkshire

Wallis-designed 800ft. long M.2 5 was to have 11
transverse frames spaced 20.6m apart. By mid-1925, 7 R.100
was to be 709ft. long, wire braced transverse frames had
replaced deep rings and 12 transverse frames spaced 17.9m
apart were planned. A decision was made that no gasbag in
either ship would contain more than about 10 percent of total
hydrogen capacity. Maximum diameter of 132ft. compared to
the original 117ft. now severely limited the length of individual
bays. R.100 was completed with 15 main transverse frames
spaced about 40ft. apart. Of its 15 gasbags, the largest gasbag
contained 551,850 cu ft.. Each transverse frame added about a
ton of weight to R.100. R.101C had 17 main transverse frames
about 45ft. apart amidships. The largest gasbag contained
510,753 cu. ft.. Presumably this is an example of a British
safety standard (not in the Airworthiness Panel report)
mandating a “stronger” (shorter longitudinal girders),
“heavier” (more numerous transverse frames) design? By way
of comparison, when the U.S. Navy went for a more robust
design, ZRS-5 midships mainframes were spaced 22.5m apart,
it had only 12 gasbags, the largest of which was 900,000 cu ft..
LZ-129’s four largest transverse frames were 16.5m apart, and
the ship contained a total of 16 gasbags. No statement in the
first paragraph is utterly false.
The conclusion is that the 1922 Report of The Airship
Stressing Panel began with a broad problem, focused upon
narrow aspects of the problem, and came to some very
questionable conclusions. Worthy of being filed and forgotten,
it was brought back by Vincent Richmond in 1923 for reasons
political, not technical. Finally it became the basis for the
Report of The Airworthiness of Airships Panel in 1924. These
criteria, combined with other factors, resulted in an absence of
hydrogen capacity in both R.100 and R.101. The comparison of
R.101D to R.102 demonstrates that the Air Ministry recognized
and intended to correct these problems in the next airship.
Discomforting details disappear after a disaster.
An accurate comparison of the airships built in different
countries can be a challenge. Different countries use different
units of measure, different lifting gases, different standards for
the lift imparted by the same gas, different definitions and
categories of elements of their airships’ structures. The
published figures never seem to be gathered with direct
comparison in mind. The weight of ZRS-5 aircraft hangar and
LZ-129 passenger structure are not separate line items. All of
these numbers should be considered indicative rather than
precise.
The following table attempts to compare structural

weights of R.101C, ZRS-5 and LZ-129. All weights are stated
in “Long Tons” (2,240 lbs.), the unit most commonly used
regarding R.100 and R.101. For purposes of comparison, gross
lift of all three craft is stated in Long Tons based upon a
standard lift of 68 lbs. per 1,000 cu ft. of hydrogen at 100
percent of gas capacity, even though ZRS-5 was inflated with
helium to no more than 95 percent of capacity. Each category
shows two numbers: the weight in long tons, and a percentage
arrived at by dividing the weight by gross lift.
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Dirigible replied:
It is a puzzling document. We have not seen one
like it previously. The nearest to it is William King’s
licence in Dirigible 74. Perhaps he did not take it on the
final flight because he simply forgot it! … it is good that it
has survived. If all the others were destroyed in the fire
that followed the R101 crash then it could be quite rare although there were other crew members who did not go
on the final flight and their licences should have survived.
+++++++
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HISTORICAL SECTION

MAREY-MONGE’S BRASS BALLOON
From The Rise and Fall of The Metal Airship by Paul Collins -13 January 2009
Found on www.newscientist.com/article/mg20126905.600-the-rise-and-fall-of-the-metal-airship.html

In 1844, Parisians with an extra Franc in their pocket could wander to the outskirts of the city and buy
entry to a mysterious building on Impasse du Maine, a narrow dead-end street just behind the new railway
station at Montparnasse. Inside a cavernous hangar, proprietor Edmond Marey-Monge and his team of
workmen laboured away, soldering together long sheets of metal to make a giant sphere. Just what this
contraption was for only became clear after examining the blueprints: valves for introducing hydrogen and
attachments for a passenger gondola hinted at a new mode of transport. The gleaming sphere, Marey-Monge
announced, was a “ballon de cuivre” - a brass balloon.
Metal airships are one of the oldest notions in
aeronautics. As early as 1670, Italian mathematician Francesco
Lana published his Demonstration of the Feasibility of
Constructing a Ship With Rudder and Sails, Which Will Sail
Through the Air. Lana proposed evacuating the air from a set
of copper spheres, which he reasoned would weigh less than
the surrounding air and would ascend until the weight of the
sphere reached equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere.
He calculated that four vacuum spheres, each with a diameter
of 7.5 metres, could lift a boat carrying six passengers. …
… In 1844, inventor Edmond Marey-Monge suggested
in the journal Comptes Rendus that for “aerial navigation to be
able to render the same services as the navy,” balloons must be
in “a position to resist, like our ships, the bad weather of ten or
fifteen years of service.” Unlike fragile balloons made of
fabric, metal airships could stay aloft indefinitely while
performing their commercial or military duties.
After three years working in a custom-built hangar at
number 10 Impasse du Maine, on what was then the southern
edge of Paris, Marey-Monge was ready to fulfil Lana’s vision.
Rather than extract the air from a set of spheres, he planned to
fill a single giant sphere with hydrogen. His balloon would be
10 metres across and made from 0.1-millimetre-thick brass
sheets banded and soldered together. “I prefer the spherical
form,” Marey-Monge explained, “because under the smallest
surface it contains the greatest capacity,” and so, kilo for kilo
of brass, gets the greatest lift from the gas it contains.
And lift was just what Marey-Monge needed, because
despite the thinness of the metal, his balloon weighed 400
kilograms. His choice of material had several other drawbacks:
not only were the curved brass plates difficult to solder
together, but French foundries were unable to create the long,
thin panels he needed. Marey-Monge had to import brass
sheets, each 5 metres long and 50 centimetres wide, from a
Prussian foundry. Then he had to construct a temporary
wooden frame for workers to build the sphere around. To cap it
all, the sheets were so thin, they developed countless tiny
holes, and to prevent leaks he was forced to line the interior
with thin layers of tissue, glue and varnish, adding another 16
kilograms to its weight.
While Parisians bought their tickets to watch the giant
orb take shape, the project also captured imaginations abroad.
The merits of metal balloons were debated at length by
armchair aeronauts in Britain, including one who wrote to
Mechanics Magazine to suggest an “iron balloon” 400 foot
(120 metres) wide as “not contrary to the spirit of the times” though, he allowed, it might “gambol about the Earth’s surface
with great danger to life and limb of the human race, as well
as terror to animal creation generally.”
Marey-Monge planned to launch his balloon on 2 June
1844. Extracting the wooden supports from inside the globe
proved a delicate operation, as the balloon’s skin was thin and
easily damaged. But at last the vast globe seemed ready to fly.
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Inflating the Brass Balloon in 1844

And so, with a turn of the valve, Marey-Monge filled his
contraption with the 523 cubic metres of hydrogen it would
need to break free of the Earth. And then ... nothing. It wasn’t
budging. [How did he get the air out? – Ed.]
Marey-Monge thrust his head through the hole at the
base of the balloon and into the dark chamber. The air at the
bottom of the sphere was still perfectly breathable, so much so
that he could stand there for a full 15 minutes contemplating
the cruelties of gravity. Pumping in the precious remainder of
his hydrogen supply did not help: when he thrust his head
inside again he could hear the hiss of lost money as the gas
escaped through leaks in the brass skin.
The balloon never did fly, and Marey-Monge wound up
selling the brass for scrap. It was little consolation for a project
that had taken three years and cost him a fortune. Despite its
ignominious end, the brass balloon had fired the Victorian
imagination. Patents for metal airships appeared with some
regularity, including a proposal in 1887 for a steel blimp 126
metres long. Yet even Marey-Monge eventually concluded that
metal airships would remain unworkably fragile and leaky
until a metal light enough to allow overlapping layers could be
procured. …
… Curiously, one man who remained ultimately
unconvinced was none other than Francesco Lana himself, who
feared what his metal airship might be capable of. “Fortresses
and cities could thus be destroyed,” he wrote, “as iron weights,
fireballs and bombs could be hurled from a great height.” So
while airships were conceivable, the priest decided in 1670 that
the havoc they would wreak meant that humans would never
leave the ground. God, he concluded, “would surely never
allow such a machine to be successful.”

June – A Centenary Fun Day on the playing fields:
includes displays by local groups, craft marquees, side
shows, dog show, beer tent etc. hopefully with a Flypast.
November – Firework display on the playing fields.
Other plans include:
Village Gateway - plans suffered a setback when
the company we had engaged to build the Gateway had
to withdraw from the project after their stonemason sadly
died. We are actively looking for a replacement company.
R101 Memorial in Shortstown - The Parish Council
have been allocated funds to upgrade the playing fields
... and as part of this Shortstown Heritage will be working
on an interpretation board and a memorial stone to the
18 officer/crew members who lived in Shortstown and
were killed in the R101 crash. This will also name all six
survivors who lived here.
Our memorial stone is only a small part of the
Parish Council work going ahead … there are several
R101 related street names springing up in the new
development and I thought it would be nice to track down
some of the relatives of these men who may not know
that they have been honoured in this way. … it could be
some of the relatives are your members?
RAF Cardington - we are also working with
Bellway developers to have a formal memorial stone on
site to commemorate RAF Cardington.
Do let me know if you would like to be part of
anything.
Jane Harvey, Shortstown, Bedford
+++++++
Email – 20 December 2016
Information wanted for SS27
As a member of the Koolhoven Foundation I am
investigating the Armstrong Whitworth period of
Koolhoven during the Great War.
Armstrong Whitworth delivered 21 fuselages for
the Submarine Scout. In 1915 1x for the SS27 and in
1916 20x for the SS27 - SS40, (10 of them were spares).
The 1915 one was powered with a Renault engine and
had a Be.2 fuselage, modified.
I hope you can help me with some questions
concerning the SS27.
The A.W. 1916 had an envelope of 70.000 cubic
feet but the Be.2 version 60.000. Could it be that the
SS27 was also a 60.000?
Are there any pictures of SS27? Quality is not
important, but [I would like] to find out if this one had the
fuel in the fuselage or was like the other A.W. cars with
tanks outside?
Each small detail is welcome.
Jan den Das, Koolhoven Foundation,
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
RNAS blimp expert Brian Turpin resonded:
Details of SS27 are hard to come by and what I
have is from: National Archives Air 1/2682: Experimental
Airship Section Farnborough - Kingsnorth 1915.
This is a printed book issued in 1916 containing
reports on all the experiments and research carried out at
Farnborough, Wormwood Scrubs and Kingsnorth during
1915, with drawings and photos.
I have scanned the material dealing with SS27,
rd
which is first flight trials at Wormwood Scrubs on 3 July,
1915. The report is written by Major C M Waterlow, who
was the Chief Experimental Officer and probably did the
flight tests himself.
After several tests during the first week of July,

th

SS27 transferred to Kingsnorth on the 13 and then to
th
Polegate on 15 . Here she was taken over by
th
Midshipman D S Don, who flew her to Folkestone on 16
th
and then on 18 across the Channel to Marquise near
Boulogne.
th
On 5 August, while being flown by Don and Flt
Cdr P G N Dalgleash, she flew into the local church spire
and collapsed in a heap in the market square and was
wrecked, fortunately without injury to the crew.
The two photos are scans from the photocopy I
have of the original document made before we were
allowed to take in digital cameras to Kew. A photo from
the original would yield better results. [Only space for
one. – Ed.] They show the ship at Wormwood Scrubs
outside The Daily Mail shed originally built to house
Clement Bayard II.

A rare picture of SS27

FLYING TRIALS OF SS 27
rd
NAME OF STATION. Wormwood Scrubs. July 3 1915
OBJECT OF THE EXPERIMENT. Flying trials of SS 27
METHOD OF CARRYING OUT THE EXPERIMENT.
This ship differs from others of this class as
follows:– The envelope is built of two-ply rubbered fabric
by Messrs Clement Bayard and contains more rubber
than is commonly used in doped ships. It is undoped.
The nose is stiffened with portions of bamboo
about 3 inches in diameter.
The planes are rather shorter than on other ships,
but the rudders are wider so that the whole surface
combined is probably much the same in each case. The
planes are more strongly built and have no king-posts.
The top of valve is fitted with an umbrella above
and a seal below.
The blower hoses are internal and join into an
external valve box and from thence by fabric and
afterwards metal tube to the blower. The latter is the
standard fitting as supplied to Renault engines.
The car, built by Armstrong’s is rather longer and
wider than a BE2C car and is in consequence very much
more comfortable and convenient.
As a temporary measure the pressure controls and
gauges were fitted in the port (passenger’s) seat.
Steering is by wheel and as a consequence of its
position the elevating wheel is jammed against the
starboard side of the car making it very difficult to
manipulate.
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you've accomplished. The photo had to have been taken
by my Grandfather as it was with his other personal
photos taken extemporaneously to this one so it's
certainly from his own camera. I don't know that he was
ever assigned to the onboard flight crews of any of the
airships though somewhere I have a picture of him with
the big sheepskin shoes he said they wore to eliminate
the danger of static electricity. Being a navy weatherman
he may well have been serving in a support capacity
alongside these crews, compiling and passing onto the
US forces any weather reports the airship crews
gathered while aloft.
Which leaves us none-the-wiser as to who took the
picture or how it ended up in Grandad Gottlich’s papers?
+++++++
Email – 02 December 2016
Irish Puzzles
I wonder if you could help me with these 'problem
pictures' please. They come from the Naval Historical
and Heritage Center (NHHC) in Washington DC but are
not captioned.
The context is that I have been asked by the
Inishowen Maritime Museum in Co Donegal to write the
story of aviation in Donegal in WW1. This includes Lough
Foyle NAS and its H-16 flying boats, the RN/USN kite
balloon station at Rathmullan and the airship mooring out
station at Ballyliffin. I have a lot of material on Lough
Foyle NAS but much less on the other two.
The two puzzling images came from a collection at
the NHHC mostly taken at Lough Foyle.
Incidentally I have been unable to uncover any
evidence of an airship actually landing at Ballyliffin.
Any information anybody may be able to give or
any help or pointers on any of the topics would be much
appreciated.
Guy Warner - author and historian

Unidentified airship at Lough Foyle, N. Ireland

Closer view of unidentified airship at Lough Foyle

Dirigible’s guess is a Parseval with the small top fins?
+++++++
Email – 03 December 2016
Identifying Americans
Our Pensacola archivist has continued to send
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photos to i.d. ... and the attached party photo is one I
want to share right away. Isn't it amazing!
Right away I wonder how there could be so many
women, would not have thought the US Navy would have
shipped wives over or, even if so, that so many of the
young men would have been married.
With effort we can i.d. some of the Americans
besides rather distinctive CDR Maxwell in front. Perhaps
some of the Brits are also easy to i.d.? Happy to have
comments as to location, occasion, etc.
R G Van Treuren, Editor of The Noon Balloon
Edgewater, Florida, USA

Unidentified occasion: probably US Navy R38 crew at Howden?

Dirigible can't name anyone but suspects it is the US R38
Howden Detachment. Possibly when they arrived or at
Christmas? Or maybe it is Thanksgiving as there are no
decorations apart from suspended vegetation! Or are
those Christmas trees at right and left behind the merry
throng? There are, as Richard noted, a surprising
number of ladies. Happy to supply an email copy to
anyone who wants to spend time with a magnifyng glass!
Jane Harvey who runs the Shortstown Heritage webpage
- www.shortstownheritage.co.uk - commented:
This is a fantastic photo! I have seen it before and
was led to believe this was an event at Howden. Going
on memory the person who sent it to me was intending to
write a book/article about the R38/Howden and I felt it
wasn’t my place to show the photo on my website and
steal his thunder. I will do some digging … I remember
being thrilled to see this precious photo.
+++++++
Email – 04 December 2016
Shortstown Centenary Celebrations
This is to let you know what we are planning for
our celebrations next year and also an invitation if AHT
would like to work with us on some of these things?
The intention is to have a calendar of events to
publicise at the start of the year … you are more than
welcome to add an event to our schedule ...
Here is a provisional list of events planned so far –
please note at present we have nothing planned for Mar
or April (strong hint!).
January - Presentation at the school of a history
booklet and centenary mug to each schoolchild in
Shortstown … by a great niece of the Short Brothers …
Shortstown Heritage was able to secure a grant from The
Harpur Trust in Bedford for this.
May - October – Bedford Higgins Museum: An
exhibition of the Short Brothers time in Bedford including
early airships, residents and workers.

Dr WILLIAM BLAND’S ATMOTIC SHIP
By Rob Knotts

The hot air or, more correctly, “smoke” balloons developed by the Montgolfier brothers in the late 18th
century offered an opportunity for man to fly, but early aeronauts were at the mercy of the wind. Balloons
drifted uncontrollably through the air lacking mechanisms to direct and control their flight. Effective flight
could only be achieved if the craft could be propelled and steered.
While the honour of achieving the first
inflammable gas balloon exploding, and the
controlled lighter than air flight belongs to the
alarming risk of lightning striking the vessel.
Frenchman, Henri Giffard, it was perhaps only
On a more abstract plane, Bland discussed
due to lack of funding that such honour did not
the possibility of ‘barbarous nations of the earth’
rest with Dr William Bland, an Englishman
overwhelming the civilized world using fleets of
transported to Australia as a convict.
Atmotic Ships, but ultimately decided this risk was
In 1856, Australia’s Sydney Morning
an acceptable price of progress.
Herald described Dr Bland as The Venerable
Possible uses for Bland’s Atmotic Ship
Patriot of Australia in the celebration of the
included astronomy, delivery of long-distance post,
inauguration of responsible government in New
safe carriage of gold and gemstones, as well as
South Wales. For years he agitated for selfexploring the interior of Australia and other
government for the colony and at the age of 66
inaccessible regions.
years old was chosen to preside at the event. This was quite a
One idea in his design focused on transporting wool.
turnaround for a man who had come to the colony in 1814 as a Ships returning from Australia to England with holds full of
convict after fatally wounding a fellow naval officer in a duel. wool had suffered incidents of spontaneous combustion.
Moreover, he also spent a year in gaol for libelling Governor Bland’s model showed how the problem could be solved if the
Macquarie.
ship’s hold was flooded with carbon dioxide gas. The method
Born in England in 1789 he began his long and varied was adopted by several coalmines in Britain.
career as a naval surgeon. A duel in Bombay in 1813, where he
Sadly his airship was never built. Dr Bland died in 1868
killed a ship’s purser, took Dr Bland to Australia in chains.
after dabbling in politics and founding the Australian Medical
However he was quickly pardoned once he arrived and Association.
he became Australia’s first private doctor.
He also gained some prominence as a vocal
member of the Sydney Town community.
Throughout his life, Bland championed civil
freedoms and worked extensively in the
interests of the poor and disadvantaged.
In 1851 Dr Bland designed his
Atmotic Ship (“Atmotic” is Greek for
vapour) that could be both propelled and
steered. The Atmotic Ship was essentially a
self-propelled balloon fitted with a large
deck capable of holding numerous
passengers. It was to be driven by steam
powered propellers and controlled with a
simple steering apparatus. The lift was
estimated at 5 tons while the car with fuel
was estimated to weigh 3½ tons, giving a
payload of 1½ tons. Dr Bland believed that
with two airscrews the machine could travel
at 50 mph (80 km/h) and could fly from
Sydney to London in less than a week as
opposed to the 2 to 3 months the journey
Dr William Bland’s Atmotic Airship (1851)
took by sea at that time.
Models were exhibited at the Crystal The gas-filled balloon was to support the iron car, which would carry fuel,
boiler and steam engine, plus passengers and freight.
Palace, London in 1854 and in Paris the
following year. Unfortunately, a full size
A series of seven lithographs drawn by W.L. Hutton in
Atmotic Ship (60 metres long and designed to lift 1½ tonnes)
1851
can
be viewed on the website of the State Library of New
was never built.
South
Wales
– see:
Dr Bland’s design caused a sensation at the 1851 Great
Exhibition in Crystal Palace, London and is claimed to have
www2.sl.nsw.gov.au/archive/discover_collections/history_n
inspired Henri Giffard to build the successful but smaller steam
ation/aviation/dreamers/atmotic.html
powered and steerable airship that flew in France in 1852.
The Argus, a Melbourne newspaper, published a lengthy
In an advert, printed some 15 years after Dr Bland
article
about
Dr William Bland and his Atmotic Airship on 13
patented his invention, the Atmotic Ship was described and
September
1924.
It can be viewed on:
illustrated with four detailed plans. Various practical hazards
and obstacles were broached, including the danger of the
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2032274
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THE FIRST DOUBLE CROSSING OF THE ATLANTIC
By T. F. Hayward OBE FRIN

It is fair to say that airships have a huge affinity with sea going ships, especially sailing ships. Airships
had been flown over water, sometimes for days on end, even in the early days of airship development, and
navigation was a work of art familiar to their sea-going cousins and the opportunity to practice skills already
honed at sea. Indeed the Germans insisted that all of the Zeppelin navigators were qualified mariners. That
said the early aerial navigators were soon to find that the transition from one element to another was not as
simple as it might first appear. The influence of the wind brought difficulties hitherto not experienced. Not
only were they much stronger but could differ markedly depending on height. Couple this with higher speed
and the need to navigate in three dimensions and to have a better understanding of meteorology – the effects
of air density, temperature and pressure - and clearly the new navigators had a lot to learn. Before writing
about the R34’s epic double crossing of the Atlantic in 1919 I believe it necessary to explain a little about air
navigation at the time in order to put into context the enormity of their navigational feat.
Navigation is really very easy whatever the
environment – all you need to know is your actual track/course
and your groundspeed. (Think Inertial.) The odd pinpoint or
external fix is nice to have and a definite boost to one’s
confidence but not actually essential. The difficulty is that
whilst you can measure your heading, providing you have a
reliable aircraft compass, and your air speed, in the air, without
knowledge of wind you quickly become lost. Even if you can
see the ground, obtaining an accurate pinpoint is not easy,
especially at night, unless you have maps designed to be used
in the air. If we couple these two problems together we can
understand why many German Zeppelins on bombing missions
to London mistook the Wash and the Humber for the Thames.
Various methods were used to find groundspeed and
drift and thus the wind. Using a stopwatch and a fixed point
and a simple graticule to measure the drift was a relatively
simple method over land, so long as you weren’t above cloud.
At sea or over ice the ship’s shadow could be used and flares
and smoke floats were carried. Again, fine if you can see the
surface below you. Above cloud it was necessary to have some
form of external fixing aid. Some forms of Astro navigation
were used but the accuracy was limited because of the
difficulty in obtaining an accurate horizon from which to
measure a body’s altitude.
There is little doubt that the Germans had the ability to
fly the Atlantic before the end of the [First] war and had,
indeed, considered plans to bomb America. One Zeppelin flew
from Bulgaria to East Africa with supplies for von LettowVorbeck’s troops. The crew were fooled by a false radio
message from the British and returned home having reached
the Victoria Falls. A nonstop flight of some 5,500 miles had
been completed in 95 hours at an average speed of 57 mph. It
was mainly over land in relatively good weather.

Portrait of R34 recently donated to AHT by David Boughton

The story of the R34 and the first East to West and
return crossing of the Atlantic starts with the capture of the
nearly intact German ‘super-zeppelin’ L33 on 24th September
1916. The design of this rigid airship was so far ahead of
anything that the British were building at the time that the
Admiralty decreed that work on a new class of airship was to
begin immediately based very closely on the L33.
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This new class began, by numerical coincidence, with
the R33 built at Barrow in Furness. However, the contract to
build the R34 was awarded to the firm of William Beardmore
& Co at Inchinnan near Glasgow. This was to be a very
Scottish airship with the unusual feature of a bow plate with
the red lion rampant of Scotland and the motto ‘Pro Patria
Volans’ which means ‘to fly for one’s country.’ It is believed
to be the only British airship to carry a bow plate of any kind.

Another portrait from the Boughton album showing R34’s bow plate
th

The actual construction started on 9 December 1917,
just over a year after the capture of L33. The design used a
simpler engine configuration, based on [another Zeppelin
wreck] the L49, with five engines, two in the aft car, driving
four propellers one from each car replacing the overly
complicated six engines and six propellers of the L33.
The huge structure was erected in Beardmore’s
construction building on the banks of the River Clyde near
Glasgow. As the structure progressed each of the 19 gasbags
was installed and laced into position. The bags were made
from Goldbeaters skin, a material that was impervious to
hydrogen. The downside of using this material, and clearly a
problem for the future use of airships, was that it was the inner
intestine of the Ox and 750,000 animals were needed for the
R34’s gasbags alone. Another major issue was one of cost with
the completed airship costing £350,000 (approximately £15
million in 2016). The framework was made of aluminium
alloy. There was space between the outer framework and the
gasbags where water and fuel was stored along with the crew
hammocks, provisions, a walkway running along the keel and
access to inspect and repair the bags. The hammocks where the
crew slept were in an especially precarious position as they
were above the outer envelope and anyone falling from their
hammock would have gone straight through to their death.

In the accompanying editorial, Burge refers to
"Great Britain's new wonder airship, the R101" as
"nearing completion" and comments that it was due in
1929 to carry passengers "at more than a mile a minute"
all the way to India.
Clearly, the cartoonist's optimism in 1928 led him
to look to nineteen-hundred years in the future to show
how Cardington airfield might look in a futuristic '2928'
with some thirty-odd airships, all mass-produced at
Cardington Royal Airship Works, presumably, circling in
an apparent holding-pattern in the sky above the two
famous airship sheds. The largest of the airship images
sketched in the foreground is numbered 'R100,000,002'
What a difference a year would make!
Stuart Antrobus, Bedford historian
+++++++
Email – 06 November 2016
RNAS Mullion in WW1
The attached (from The Packet, Falmouth) was
sent to me by a friend knowing of my airship interests,
fascinating. I have made a note to visit the Helston
Museum when I re-visit the excellent National Maritime
Museum in Falmouth next summer. Pity I cannot get
down whilst the special exhibition is on.
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerards Cross, Bucks

Ivan Perry has a closer look at some of the photos on display.
Photograph by Keith Richards.

“Visitors to Helston Museum this month can step back in
time to a world when airships on the Lizard Peninsula were at
the front line of wartime operations. The exhibition titled ‘The
War at Sea and in the Air’ shows what life was like on a Royal
Naval air station during World War One. Filled with
photographs, aviation artefacts and audio recordings, the
exhibition focuses on RNAS Mullion at Bonython near Cury,
which was a frontline airship station from 1916 through to the
end of the war, and was the busiest naval station in Britain at
that time.” – From “The Falmouth Packet Newspaper”

+++++++
Email – 22 November 2016
The Elusive Sam Gottlich
Since I was a child I’ve been fascinated with
airships and built models of them as a grade schooler. It
was not till high school that I mentioned this passion and
it came out that my own grandfather, Sam Gottlich had
served in the blimp campaign ... He was a US Navy
meteorologist and was attached in some way to the
British dirigible service.
At that time he was the youngest weatherman in
the US. I have several photos of him alongside them.
Here is one with the R34 either taken by him or
featuring him in the shot. It’s very hard to tell as his looks
changed so dramatically over the years but that might be

him on the right leaning against the frame? I’ve attached
one such picture in hopes that you or your archivist can
offer some facts about it.
Peter MacNicol, Los Angeles, CA. USA

Mess Hall of R34

Dirigible responded:
The seated fellow who is peeling potatoes is
clearly William Ballantyne who famously stowed away
(with his cat 'Wopsie') on the R34's flight to the USA in
1919. You can find the story online. The tale is also told
in several books about R34's flight and we know that as
part of Ballantyne's punishment he was put to 'spudbashing' or peeling potatoes for the crew. He actually got
off lightly because the Captain said that if he had been
discovered when the airship was over land he would
have been put into a parachute and thrown out! So the
other two are plainly guarding him. Many of the R34 crew
went on to work on the larger later airships and I think
you can pick them out on the Airship Heritage Trust
website among the crew of R101. I suspect that the chap
on the right is Chief Engineer William Rose Gent and the
other one is Leading Aircraftsman F. P. Browdie (or
Brodie?). It would make sense to detail one Engineer and
one Rigger who were off-duty to watch the Stowaway.
Which leaves the question of who took the picture? It
could have been your grandfather, Sam Gottlich but
there is a problem in that he is not listed as ever being
onboard R34 either as crew or as a passenger.
This was endorsed by Brian Turpin:
I have no Gottlich in my records. Unless he was
actually a crew member and flew on the ships I probably
won’t have such names. There were a number of US
Navy pilots who flew SS Zeros and SS Twins during the
war period, well before the Howden detachment arrived
for R38, and no doubt they brought a number of ground
personnel with them but unfortunately I have no names. I
agree that the spud peeler is Ballantyne
And by Basil Abbott:
I have seen the picture but never heard of Mr.
Gottlich. We know that there was an American observer,
Landsdowne, aboard. But only one. There was a different
one coming back, but Ballantyne didn't come back on the
R34, so the picture was taken on the way there. Pritchard
was the one who took photos.
To which Peter MacNicol replied:
Thanks so much for this fascinating bit of sleuthing
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been shot down by a German seaplane earlier the day
before. C26 drifted across the North Sea during the night
and crash landed in Holland early the next day. All the
crew were interned in Holland until the end of the war.
The full crew were: Flt Lt G C Kilburn with: Flt Lt H
E C Plowden (Second Officer); Petty Officer A C
Townsend (Coxswain); LM F D Johncock (Engineer) and
AM2 F W Warman (W/T Operator).
If Richard Townsend wants the full story I can
send it to him together with photos of the ship at Pulham
and in Holland.
Richard Townsend responded:
Thank you so much for your email and to say I was
surprised and delighted by the news of my father was an
understatement. I had been led to believe that he spent
three years incarcerated but it seems not …
Of the five photos I have, three are of a crash site
so now I presume it was the same one my father was on.
I have asked a friend to scan the photos and will be
interested to hear what you make of them.

Half deflated tri-lobe believed to be RNAS C26

Soldiers guard the wreckage

R29 during construction at Selby, Yorkshire

+++++++
Email – 03 November 2016
Cartoon of Cardington in 2928
I thought you might like for Dirigible the attached
(out of copyright) cartoon entitled A Forecast. Have you
or other Trust members ever come across it before?

R29 in flight

Image courtesy of Bedford Libraries

Probably the wreck of Coastal C26 in Holland
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Recently discovered in Bedfordshire Heritage
Library this extraordinary cartoon sketch from 1928
envisages an age of mass-produced airships in the
future. It is thought to have been drawn by Ernest. P.
Burge and featured in a short-lived Bedford-produced
periodical Bedfordshire's first monthly humorous
magazine - "Our Local Cartoons" [No.1, Oct. 1928, p11].

Contemporary colour drawings of the airship suggest
that another feature of the R34 that was probably unique was
the blue colour of the outer fabric that streamlined and
weatherproofed the structure. At one time this idea was thought
to be speculative because all other British airships of the time
were silver. However, further evidence of the blue colour was
discovered. A contemporary Beardmore-made model of the
R34 held in the Glasgow Museum and another in the Science
Museum made in 1922 show the ship as blue and a piece of
blue airship fabric is also held in the Science museum. It has
been suggested that Sir William Beardmore deliberately
painted it Scottish blue in defiance of the Admiralty but a more
likely explanation is that it was an experiment in camouflage.
The Captain appointed to the R34 was Major George
Herbert Scott. With Scott came another Scottish connection to
the ship, as his wife was the daughter of one of the Beardmore
men, Archie Campbell, involved in the design of the ship. The
crew was a bizarre mix of ranks. Although the airship was the
property of the Admiralty, the crew were the responsibility of
the RAF. To confuse matters even further, many of the ranks
appeared to be Army as they dated back to the pre April 1918
era of the Royal Flying Corps. A number of the crew had been
Royal Naval Air Service personnel and still wore their naval
uniforms.
The first real trial of the ship was when Major Scott,
accompanied by the Admiralty acceptance officer, Colonel
Hicks, made an eventful 19-hour flight round the Irish Sea.
Not only were problems experienced in the air but there
was further drama when the ship returned to Inchinnan, with
reduced gas. An inexperienced ground crew hauled the airship
down too rapidly and the rear car was pushed up into the hull,
fortunately without anyone being injured.
This was to be a crucial event in the race to make the
first air crossing of the Atlantic, as had it not been for the delay
while the R34 was repaired it would have beaten Alcock and
Brown to make the first crossing. As it was, the R34 did not
arrive at her new permanent home at East Fortune in the east of
Scotland until the 30th May following a 21-hour flight over the
North Sea.
Her new home was Royal Naval Station East Fortune,
this was one of the most important British airship stations with
its role guarding the Rosyth naval base, Forth Estuary and
North Sea approaches. East Fortune had also been at the
forefront of the development of torpedo dropping aircraft and
training of crews.
After a short training flight over the Forth R34 was sent
on a mammoth 56-hour flight round the Baltic as a show of
strength in an effort to encourage the German government to
ratify the peace treaty eventually signed on 28th June 1919.
Finally confirmation was given to Major Scott that the
Atlantic crossing was to go ahead with departure on 2nd July.
The official planned time for departure had been fixed
as 0200 GMT on Wednesday, 2nd July 1919. At midnight the
crew ate a hearty supper and drank the health of the R34, or
Tiny as it was affectionately called, before donning their bulky
flying suits and taking their places in the airship. A tractor
laboriously pulled aside the heavy hangar sliding doors, Major
Scott gave the order ‘Walk her out’ and at about 1.00am Tiny
emerged from her chrysalis pulled by 400 airmen, 80 service
women and 150 soldiers of the Black Watch.
Local weather was not really favourable – there was
low cloud and mist, a light NE wind which whistled
mournfully around the corner of the hangar and there was light
rain falling. However the forecast for the Atlantic was good so
Scott and his officers took the decision to proceed. The engine

telegraph rang out and the five engines coughed into life. The
ship was manoeuvred into wind and at 0142 GMT a bugle blast
signalled ‘Let her go’.
The R34 rose and was immediately swallowed up by the
low cloud. The great adventure had begun.
With the Captain in the forward control cabin were the
steering coxswain, Sgt Munro Watson and the elevator
coxswain WO Walter Mayes. The latter stood facing right and
sideways to the line of flight controlling the elevator wheel and
watching the inclinometer. Arguably his task was the more
vital of the two because not only did he have to watch the
instruments but he also sensed the trim of the ship through his
feet. His powers were legendary and will be mentioned again.
Behind these three were the Navigation Officer, Major
Cooke and others. To one side and in full view of everyone
hung the huge dial of the altimeter so that this vital information
could not be overlooked. The work pattern was divided navy
fashion into Port and Starboard watches.
The facilities for both flying and navigation were rather
different from those available to Alcock and Brown in their
cramped and open cockpit. The control cabin was just over six
feet wide and considerably more spacious, Not only was it
enclosed but it also afforded the navigators much more space
and a table on which to work. There was also the advantage of
the relative leisure afforded by the slower speed, averaging at
best between 45 and 55 kts and a considerably greater
endurance. Major Cooke also had the assistance of wireless
and meteorological specialists as well as the assistance of the
ship’s captain.
… TO BE CONTINUED …
THE SPEAKER AT THE 2017 AHT AGM WILL BE
BASIL ABBOTT OF DISS MUSEUM AND HIS TOPIC
WILL BE
THE R34 ADVENTURE

A series of Newsletters detailing plans to celebrate the
centenary of R34’s crossing are available. No.1 is here:
https://disscommunity.files.wordpress.com/2012/09/r
34-newsletter-no-1.pdf
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MINIATURE MASTERPIECES – No. 12
Continuing Ivan Sampson’s Cigarette Card Collection

Spanish “Torres Quevedo.”
This curious looking craft was designed by Captain
Kindelan, and an engineer whose name she bears. The reason
of her peculiar shape has not been revealed, but it is the result
of a number of experiments. A considerably larger ship of the
same pattern is to be built for military purposes.
WILLS’S CIGARETTES - AVIATION (17)
W.D. & H.O. WILLS, Bristol & London

Translation from German on back of card:

Alles fur Deutschland:
German Airship captures an enemy ship. 1916.
ALVA - Picture No. 316

The problem common to both authors is that
neither offers any date of these occurrence(s). Lehmann
was an Army airship captain, writing nearly twenty years
after the fact, likely with personal logs to consult about
his own flights, but not those of Naval Officer Mathy.
Klein was writing about fifteen years after the fact,
apparently offering anecdotes from memory.
It should be noted that Mathy and crew first served
in L9, were transferred as a unit to L13 in 1915, and
again transferred as a unit to L31 in 1916. It should be
possible to offer under Mathy a ‘broad window’ time
frame for L9 and a ‘narrow window’ time frame for L31. If
someone is interested in researching RN records to see
if any version of this story can be reconciled with them, I
would be happy to provide that information.
th
It is the 100 anniversary of the Great War. I
thought that you might be intrigued by this little mystery?
C.P. Hall II, Brookfield, IL. USA
+++++++
Email – 19 October 2016
Photographs of R29
I have some family photographs of R29 of which I
have been lead to believe that my great-grandfather was
a crew member. His name was Bernard Murphy, from
Brentwood Essex but I cannot find any mention of a crew
list/roster online and was wondering if you could suggest
anything please?
Dudley Baty, Gateshead
RNAS airship expert Brian Turpin discovered that:
Murphy is not listed as a crew member of R29 but
he was a rigger on HMA No 24 as listed below. He is not
listed in the crew of any other airships, rigid or non-rigid,
although I don't have complete crew lists for all non-rigids
as they were not always listed in the Daily Reports.

An Atlantic Airship.
British Airship
C.W.S. FULVOUS CIGARETTES – War Series Set of 18 No.6

The actual flight the Atlantic Ocean is now an
accomplished fact, the British Airship R34 being the first of its
kind to make this great journey. It started from East Fortune,
near Edinburgh, at 1.42 a.m. on July 2nd, 1919, and arrived at
New York at 1.54 p.m. on July 6th - the flight having taken 4
days, 12 hours - and landed at Pulham in Norfolk.
Unfortunately this mighty Airship met with a disaster and was
completely wrecked near Hull.
WIZARD SERIES - WONDERS OF THE WORLD

HMA No 24 1918
st
• On 1 February, flight of 4 hrs 25 min. (1035 – 1500)
Sqn Cdr E H Sparling with: Flt Cdr A H Wann (2nd
Officer); WOs Middleton and Reynolds (Engineers);
CPOs Wiseman, Pritchard and Long, PO Thomas
(Coxswains); POs Stoneman, Crudington, Hall and
Ward, CPO Atkins and LM Sage (Riggers); AMs Gilbert
and Hitchcock, LM Adams (W/T) LM Thomas, AMs
Murphy and Holmes.
Instructional flight: During flight petrol pump column free
wheel broke. New one on order from Admiralty.
Temporary repair made to make ship serviceable.
th

FRONT ⇑ : BACK ⇓

Balloon. Airships & Aeroplanes.
Aerial navigation. Lighter than air, being filled with an
extremely light gas. Lifts from the earth into space and driven
by the wind. Airship :- Craft lighter than air fitted with one or
more engines which drive propellors, thus enabling it to travel
with or against the wind. The Aeroplane :- A heavier than air
craft, driven by powerful engines with one or more propellors.
Both used in peace and war alike.
FAULDER’S CHOCOLATE, Stockport
ANCIENT V MODERN SPORTS, A series of 10 designs. No. 4.
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• On 26 March, flight of 9 hrs 20 min. (0805 – 1725)
Sqn Cdr E H Sparling with: Flt Cdr R S Booth (1st
Officer); Flt Cdr A H Wann (2nd Officer); Lt Hall, Ensign
Backer US Navy (Observers); CPOs Pritchard and Long
(Coxswains); POs Hall, Haslar, Thomas, Holmes and
Leith; LM Sage, Clinch, Thomas, AM Gilbert, Hitchcock,
Parry, Setterfield, Murphy (Riggers).
Instructional flight: Ship available with three engines but
requires section of gearbox casing for starboard midships
propeller. (Ordered by wire 24.3.18). New parts arrived
th
st
30 March. Ship ready for service pm on 31 March.
st

• On 31 May, flight of 4 hrs 57 min. (0530 – 0927)
Major E H Sparling with: Capt A H Wann (1st Officer);
Capt H S Scroggs (2nd Officer); Major I H B Hartford
(Training); 2nd L . J Middleton (Chief Engineer); Chief
Mech W J Pritchard. Sgt Mech N Haslar and S J Leith.
Cpls C Harrison and G C Thomas. (Engineers); Chief
Mechs G E Long (1st Coxswain - Steering); A C Atkins

(2nd Coxswain – Steering); Chief Mech T Wiseman (1st
Coxswain – Height); Sgt Mech B D Crudgington, AM1
Murphy (Riggers); Cpl Mech T Adams (W/T).
Passage from Howden to Pulham. Repairs to forward
car.
+++++++
Email – 23 October 2016
R101 Rides the Strong Breeze
As always I read with much interest the articles
and commentary regarding R101 in the latest Dirigible.
The reproduction of the Met Office exchanges with
Sir Peter Masefield I found fascinating. I had always
thought the weather more severe than the article would
indicate. The observed wind speeds at ground level
between the French Coast and Beauvais were only 30
mph which equates to Beaufort Wind Scale(BWS) 6
identified as a “Strong Breeze.” The highest calculated
wind speed at 500 metres is 46 mph - neat mix of units
here - which comes in at BWS 8 identified as “Gale
Force.” Not good weather but not as bad as I had
thought.
The correspondence also dismisses any freakish
phenomenon such as standing waves and excessive
wind shear. So something else happened.
Dick Chadburn, Shackleford, Surrey
+++++++
Email – 17 October 2016
Zeppelin Crew Memoir
You might like to know that I have published a
translation of a German book by one of Heinrich Mathy's
crew, who only survived by being left off the final mission.
Pitt Klein's book is available here:
www.lulu.com/shop/pitt-klein/bombs-away-zeppelinsat-war/paperback/product-22856350.html
… some more translations of original material are
on the way …
Alastair Reid, Wem, Shropshire
+++++++
Email – 21 October 2016
Blimp Success Ignored
I’ve just finished reading the ten tomes written by
Winston Churchill about WWII. In them he mentions the
reduction of submarine (U boat) kills near the coast of the
USA from the beginning of 1942. I wondered why he did
not attribute this to the operations of the US Navy Blimps.
Before 1942 no less than 532 ships were sunk by
the Germans in the area. During the remainder of the
War only one and 89,000 convoys were escorted by
blimps. Britain did the same in WWI, so why not WWII?
Paul van Daalen, Friesland, The Netherlands
+++++++
Email – 02 November 2016
Imprisoned in Holland
My father, Arthur Cecil Townsend was born in
1896 and signed up for navy cadets around 1910. He
was (I think) imprisoned in Groningen in Holland from
1915 to 1918 when the war ended.
I am led to believe that he flew in an airship but I
don't know where and when as he was 50 when I was
born and he never spoke about it.
Richard Townsend, Devizes, Wiltshire
Brian Turpin’s records show that:
Petty Officer A C Townsend was coxs’n of Coastal
C26 when the ship ran out of fuel while looking for C27
th
off the coast of Norfolk on 12 December, 1917. C27 had
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Email – 18 September 2016
Airship Plaque
Doing research in Google, I came across
airshipsonline.com. I have a metallic iron plaque,
measuring 3 3/4" wide and almost 3" tall. The base of the
plaque, is more than a 1/4" thick. It weighs 7.9 ounces.

The reverse says "von den bayrischen
feldluftschiffern fur die hinterbliebenen ihrer gefallenen
kameraden" and Google Translate tells me that says [in
English] "of the Bavarian field air navigators for the
bereaved of their fallen comrades."
After much emailing and reading we have learned
that this is a commemorative plaque issued just after
WW1 by the Bavarian Field Balloon Section to the
families of all the German balloon observers who died in
1914-1918. The balloon would fly 1500 feet up and the
observer would stand in the tiny basket beneath the
balloon. The purpose was to spot enemy movements and
direct shellfire to them. They also happened to be great
targets for the Allied Forces. The Bavarian
'Feldluftschiffers' had about 200 men killed during the
war so these plaques are pretty rare.
Paul of Vicki ‘n’ Paul
+++++++
Email – 01 October 2016
Photo Query
I have been asked if I know which airship is shown
in the attached photo. It seems familiar. Any idea?
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From the USA I have received the following:
"Pretty sure it's the Macon and that is *definitely* the
Airdock at Akron. The "center" keel you see in the
foreground is the short section that led down from the
nose/bow hatch mooring equipment area; at a "T" ahead
of the control car area it split off into port/starboard
walkways for which the ships were known."
Arnold W L Nayler, Gerards Cross, Bucks
+++++++
Via AHT webmaster Alastair Lawson
Email – 05 October 2016
Little Lantern
Dear Alastair,
I thought you and the Trust might be interested in
my new short 5 min film Little Lantern. I have released it
tonight on YouTube as it is exactly eighty six years ago
that the R101 left for India and my little film is based on
this event ... please show and share with anyone who
you think might be interested.
https://youtu.be/N9m2VZS6LHw
I have loved the whole airship story since I was a
kid in the 1960s. I wanted to try and make something
beautiful about that day that ultimately became so sad.
So few children today know the story so that is the
reason I have made this film and brought to life just one
small aspect of that evening. I would love any feedback.
Steve Hilliker
+++++++
Email – 19 October 2016
Historic Submarine Mysteries
I found your editorial [in Dirigible 79] regarding
[RNAS blimp] SSZ29 and its connection to the sinking of
[submarine] UB-31 to be most interesting. I am hoping
that you have a resource regarding Royal Navy
submarines of the World War 1 era to clarify a question.
In the 2015 book, Zeppelin – The Story of LighterThan-Air Craft by Ernst A. Lehmann (a reprint of the
1937 Zeppelin) Lehmann relates a story of Heinrich
Mathy in Zeppelin L31 attacking four RN E-class
submarines and sinking one of them with bombs.
In Alastair Reid’s recent translation of Lehmann’s
writings, released as Pilot of the Hindenburg, Lehmann
prefaces the story noting that, “On fifty occasions our
naval airships spotted and engaged enemy submarines
and on five of these occasions they were able to sink a
submarine. The L9, L10, SL3, L54 and L60 all managed
to destroy one enemy submarine each. The L31 under
Kapitanleutnant Mathy even managed to attack a whole
flotilla of enemy submarines.”
There is a second version of this story in Alastair
Reid’s latest translation of a 1934 memoir of Zeppelin
mechanic Pitt Klein under the title Bombs Away!
Zeppelins at War. In this volume, Klein states that the L9
attacked four E-class submarines with bombs without
success.
On another occasion, four older RN subs were
among Dutch fishing vessels and opened fire on L9. The
older subs had no high angle deck guns so (apparently)
the Zeppelin was safer as it closed with this flotilla. The
L9 successfully bombed one sub on the surface while the
others submerged. Weather conditions were such that L9
could see the submerged subs. It bombed a second sub
as it surfaced, and then dropped several bombs over a
submerged sub resulting in wreckage and oil slick. Only
the fourth sub escaped as per Herr Klein.

ROLLS-ROYCE AND THE R-100 AIRSHIP
by Tom Clarke ©2016

The name Harry Cumley rang a bell. A collection of his airship memorabilia was coming up for
auction in early 2016 and it seemed worth a chance to acquire it and prevent it being split up. I was
interested in his father Tom Cumley, one of Royce’s earliest workmen and one of the select group who
moved with Rolls-Royce from Cooke Street in Manchester to Derby in 1908. The archive was Harry’s but
once I had possession of the collection I found a small amount related to my quarry. Not that son Harry was
any less interesting, as we shall see.
Thomas Cumley was born in late 1868 at 19 Bridge
Street in Hulme, part of Chorlton-on-Medlock in central
Manchester. His father William Henry Cumley, a
warehouseman, died before 1891, by which time Tom had
trained as a brass cutter. When Tom married Maria Taylor
(1869-1953) on 7 November 1898 he was now recorded as a
barman living at 3 Halton Street. In the 1901 census Tom was
noted as a warehouseman and packer, clearly not using his
training with metal but probably now working for Royce.
One of Tom’s tasks in Manchester was to drive Royce
to and from his Knutsford home in one of the earliest Royce
and Rolls-Royce cars. His work later included car testing and
he was one of the few to have experienced the 1905-06 V-8
[engined] cars.

Tom Cumley Sr. shared with Royce a very similar apprentice
piece, made during training: Cumley’s small wheelbarrow,
about 3 inches long, is in gunmetal …
A damaged photograph of the Cumley family in Derby ca 1913
– Maria, Tom Sr., Harry, Tom Jr., and bulldog ‘Peggy’ which
roamed the Rolls-Royce works. Its beautifully-made brass collar
(appropriate given Tom Sr.’s training) was a family relic until
recent times. Workers at the factory gave the dog food laced
with mustard but the bulldog was untroubled.

… whilst Royce’s three are in brass and were made in the
workshop of Mr Yarrow in Peterborough, where he lived when
he was working at the locomotive works.

On 17 April 1906 the Cumleys’ first child Henry
(‘Harry’) was born in Hulme. When it came time to move to
Derby the family took their possessions from Manchester to
Derby on a horse-drawn cart and within a month or two of
arrival in early 1908 they began to rent 75 Nightingale Road,
opposite the new Rolls-Royce factory. These houses had just
been finished for Rolls-Royce to house their charge-men (staff
who ensured workers got to work on time) and Tom Cumley
was one of their number. This house subsequently became
Harry’s home until almost the end of his life. During 1908 a
second child, Thomas, was born (he later worked at RollsRoyce, as did his son Ray in turn).

Tom Cumley Sr. driving a 1906 20 h.p. 4-cylinder Rolls-Royce
Tulip Tonneau ca. 1908-09. The car could be 40530 or 40531.
Although badly damaged this photograph does show that the
car had had early modifications similar to the 40/50 h.p., i.e.
rear radius arms mounted further forward on a Y anchorage
and the later type of step brackets only seen on Ghosts from
the very last 500 series and early 700 series onwards.
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Burney (of the Airship Guarantee company and later of
streamline car fame).
The R-100 was initially 709 feet long with a diameter of
133 feet and could carry 100 passengers and 39 crew. Its six
Rolls-Royce Condor IIIA 650 h.p. engines were in three pods
as paired sets and were listed as second-hand, numbers 220,
226, 248, 292, 320, and 342. However, other sources show that
the later Condor IIIB engines were finally used. This improved
Condor was introduced in 1928 and only 18 were made, being
conversions from earlier types and given even numbers
between 412 and 446.

!

!
A well-known photograph of a social run by the Rolls-Royce
Test Shop to the Izaak Walton Hotel in the Peak District, 2 July
1910. Left to right: 60583, 60726, unknown, 1200, 1201. Tom
Cumley is just visible second from left in 60583 wagonette.
Three of the drivers are wearing ‘silly’ hats for the occasion.

Tom Cumley Sr. was a storekeeper with Rolls-Royce in
1911 and remained with the company until his retirement. He
died in Derby on 15 October 1948.
Many of our insights into the earliest days at Cooke
Street came from Tom Cumley via his son. Tom and Harry’s
Derby recollections included the Zeppelin raid on 1 February
1916 which hit the Rolls-Royce test track (which Royce
thought was a good thing because he wanted it cleared!). For
many years Tom and Harry preserved a chunk of the bomb and
attached a brass plate recording the event but this memento
was not included in Harry’s auctioned items.
Harry Cumley joined Rolls-Royce as an apprentice
fitter and turner shortly after the Great War. He claimed he was
only 13 which would mean joining in 1919-20. Apprentices
were not assured of a job after they had ‘served their time’ of
seven years. Thus all his training came in handy when he
responded to a call in 1927 for crew to serve on the R-100
airship then being built.
‘Promises’ were made about returning afterwards to
Derby but this proved difficult when the airship period
suddenly ended. Four other apprentices from Rolls-Royce
joined with him: Herbert Millward, Leslie A. Hunt, Donald L.
Simmonds, and Felix Gay (who had already left Rolls-Royce).
Airships had been built in Britain for many years, a big
success being the R-34 Atlantic crossing in 1919, but there was
renewed interest in the early 1920s to counter German progress
and to create an Imperial Airship Scheme that could connect
the Empire.
The new Labour government arranged two contracts,
one from the government’s Royal Airship Works near Bedford
to build the experimental R-101 with Beardmore Tornado
diesel engines, and a rival commercial one from the Airship
Guarantee Company, part of Vickers, to build the R-100 at an
abandoned airship hangar at Howden in Yorkshire using RollsRoyce engines (although diesel was initially planned).
Whilst both were to be made to the latest aerodynamic
shapes there were differences in detail and quality between the
government-built and privately-built airships. They were the
largest airships in the world and it was seven years before
larger German examples were built.
At Howden from 1927 construction of the R-100 began
with a clever design from Barnes Wallis assisted by Nevil
Shute Norway (who wrote novels as Nevil Shute and founded
the Airspeed company) and some input from Sir Dennistoun
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Harry Cumley was pleased to use the R-100’s own stationery
(above) and he retained its descriptive brochure (below).
[Interesting to note that R100 has ‘HMA’ status here. – Ed.]

Email – June 2012
Germans Invade Caerphilly
I have been researching the famous 1909 incident
on Caerphilly mountain when a chap called Lethbridge
claimed to have come across an airship on the ground
late at night with two strange men working on it.
My grandmother always talked about it (she lived
below the mountain in question) and insisted that it was a
German airship that was hidden by day on a vessel in the
Bristol Channel. This theory does crop up in the media so
I have no idea where she got it from but probably the
newspaper, as if it is in the paper, then as now, it MUST
be true!!
It is certainly a very odd story with some intriguing
evidence that something happened up there. Droves of
reporters turned up in the day to inspect the site and
much was written about it and a number of odd things
were collected from the site.
Peter Garwood, Monmouth, Gwent
+++++++
Email – 27 April 2016
R33 and DH53 in Meccano Magazine
Whilst looking through the Meccano Magazines
available online (http://pdfmm.free.fr/2602.pdf) for
models to build, I came across the following article which
may be of interest to you.
In the February 1926 edition, p82 onwards an
article, “Aerodromes in the Sky: Giant airships of the
Future will Carry Aeroplanes” describes the test flights
carried out by Squadron Leader Haig in the D.H.53
dropping from HM Airship R33. There are a number of
photographs of the R33 together with the aeroplane. …
[and] … In the May 1928 Magazine there is a four-page
article on the “Development of the Dirigible” pp398-401
… it continues into June and July 1928!
There have been several smaller articles in the
meantime about the development of the R100 and R101
and the efforts of the American Government to institute a
transatlantic airship service, but I’ll have to leave you to
find them all.
You may of course already be aware of the
publication, but I thought I would email you anyway.
Peter Hall, Stockport
+++++++
Email – 06 June 2016
A Novel View of Lord Thomson the Man
I was wondering if you have a moment to reflect
upon David Dennington's interpretation of Lord Thomson
[in his novel The Airshipmen]? As I said before, I feel that
David runs hot and cold. When he omits Higgins, he

omits a, if not the, major conduit of misinformation and
confusion between Cardington and the Air Minister. This
leads to the story line 'plot to fool' Lord Thomson into
delaying rebuilding until it is too late to go to India.
Given that: I am wondering what you think of
David's interpretation of Lord Thomson the man? I
believe that David may be showing some real insight into
the working of the man's mind and the persona he takes
on as 'General Officer' and 'Air Minister'.
[Sir Peter] Masefield [in To Ride the Storm] pushes
the notion that Thomson was the "first trained engineer to
hold a Cabinet seat" but this engineering education,
experience, background, did not really relate, either to
aviation in general, or to airships in particular. It pains me
to say that both Norway and Spanner were correct when
they said that Thomson was unqualified to choose
Richmond to design R101, even if others 'chose' him and
Thomson signed off upon that endorsement.
Richmond may have been handicapped by input
from The Airworthiness of Airships Panel but he had
already demonstrated a desire to explore unknown
engineering territory and would have no opportunity to try
any of these ideas on a prototype.
IMHO either Cave-Brown-Cave or Scott had better
credentials and would have been a better choice. Once
the choice was made, Thomson was out of office, then
returned and played the role of Lord Kitchener telling his
engineering Lieutenant to clear the tracks and assuming
that pressure would produce results. David seems to
capture this notion.
C.P. Hall II, Brookfield, IL. USA
+++++++
Email – 13 June 2016
Mooring Mast Patents and an Archive
… here’s a link to the US Patent Office:
http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/search-bool.html
If you Quick Search for ‘Airship’ and ‘Mooring” then
choose a Patent and click on “Images” the drawings will
come up …
Here’s another database that might be of interest:
http://archive.aviationweek.com/
Aviation Week magazine has made its entire
100 year archive available for free. All you need to do is
register with an email and password. When I did a search
for “mooring mast” it came back with 244 articles, dating
all the way back to 1916.
Lee Corbin, Seattle, Washington, USA
+++++++
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Again assuming each paragraph is for a different ship, the fifth
paragraph reads:
“At 07.55 off Folkestone Gate, 2 miles SSE in approx
51º3’N by 1º19’E found oil rising to the surface. Reported
same to drifter who proceeded to the spot. At 08.18 drifter
dropped two depth charges, after which a large patch of oil
spread over surface and air bubbles were seen to rise just
ahead of oil to NE. At 08.40 drifter fired signal Very’s pistol
“submarine ahead” and four drifters and SSZ29 patrolled
area right ahead of drifter in SE direction, but no wake of a
periscope was seen, or track of any description. This was in
another direction to air bubbles near oil patch, and
presumably another submarine. While searching area came
across two more oil patches, and ship standing by, who
reported their antiquity. Carried on patrol at 09.45.
“No wake was observable near oil patch and bubbles.
Carried on patrol to Gris Nez, Folkestone, picked up
troopships and escorted them to Boulogne and more transports
on way back to Folkestone. Patrolled to Varne and Gris Nez.”
This is undoubtedly the attack on UB-31. However,
although the drifters were convinced that they were chasing a
submarine, the captain of SSZ29 was not, as he saw no
evidence of the presence of a submarine from his elevated
position. In the event, the drifters appear to have been correct
in that a submarine was destroyed on that day in that area. But
by the time of the mine explosion, which is presumed to have
destroyed UB-31, SSZ29 had lost interest and gone on its way
escorting troopships, and there is no mention in the report of
any mines exploding. I'm sure if the airship had been around
when that happened it would have been reported.
Without any technical aids to help with the detection of
submerged submarines (hydrophones were in use by surface
ships and a few airships were also equipped) all the airship
crews could do was look for things like oil trails apparently
moving over the surface, air bubbles rising or if they were
lucky a periscope.
By 1918, with so many sunken ships in the Channel,
dropping a bomb or depth charge was likely to bring large
quantities of oil and other debris to the surface and wrecks
were often the source of oil trails seen on the surface. These
false indications led to many claims of submarines having been
destroyed, whereas post war records showed this not to be the
case. According to a report of October, 1918, there were 192
sightings of enemy submarines from the air in 1918, of which
aircraft attacked 130. Out of these only four were listed in the
report as having led, either directly or indirectly, to the
destruction of a submarine. One of these was discounted later
[and] three of the four were confirmed. It will be noted that in
all four attacks, surface vessels were responsible for the final
destruction of the submarine.
The one successful attack involving an airship happened
on 29th September, 1918, and was the one great success for the
Airship Service. While on convoy duty, HMA R29 observed oil
rising to the surface and dropped two bombs on the spot. These
were followed by a calcium flare, to indicate the position to
HMS Ouse which was in the vicinity. HMS Ouse, Star and
three trawlers, made a combined depth charge attack. The
submarine UB-115 was sunk with all hands. (55.13N 01.22E)
A quick Google search for the drifters mentioned in the
sinking of UB-31 produced the following:
UB-31 was coming through the Dover barrage in
daylight (!) and her periscope was spotted by Lord Leitrim,
UB-31 crash dived deeper and the drifter dropped a depth
charge into the surface tumult as she went down. Oil and air
bubbles came up. The drifter Loyal Friend joined in and an
airship SSZ29 was also overhead. Ocean Roamer another
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drifter was called in and she dropped another depth charge
which set off a mine.
UB-31 left Zeebrugge on 16 April 1918 for operations
in the English Channel and … successfully negotiated the
hazardous Dover Strait. [Her] luck ran out on the 2nd May
when the Royal Navy drifter Lord Leitrim, observed her
periscope moving east, northeast, between the Varne and
Folkestone. The sighting was immediately reported to the
Admiralty and Lord Leitrim dropped a depth charge over the
site, bringing oil and air bubbles to the surface. Two more
Royal Navy drifters then joined the hunt, with new technology
in the form of the airship SSZ29 guiding in the little warships.
HM drifter Ocean Roamer probably delivered the coup
de grace when she dropped a depth charge over the U-boat.
The depth charge apparently in turn triggered a mine, which
destroyed both submarine and crew and brought oil and
bubbles to the surface. The wreck of UB31 has a large hole
forward of the conning tower and gun, most likely from a depth
charge exploding on or just above her.
Cdr. Guybon Chesney Castell Damant’s ‘U-boat Flying
Squad’ was then sent to the scene in August 1918 and
confirmed the identity of UB-31. – (NARA: T-1022, Roll 56,
PG 61780 - Silent Warriors - Volume One).
The reference is to a three volume book I have not read:
Silent Warriors Vol 1: Submarine Wrecks of the United
Kingdom England's East Coast: Submarine Wrecks of the
British Isles - England's East Coast to Kent by Ron Young
I think our original assessment was correct - the airship
was in the area communicating with the drifters but not
knowingly directly involved in chasing a U-boat; the drifters
thought it was and reported it as such in their combat reports.
Undoubtedly, the incident took place but its success
can't be credited to any part played by SSZ29. The comment in
the first extract above: ... and an airship was overhead ... is
correct, whereas the comment in the second extract: ... the
airship SSZ29 guided in the little warships ... is not.
The only way of confirming the sinking of UB-31
would be to find the logs of the drifters named, if they still
exist, or the combat reports written after the event. There must
have been some evidence otherwise they would not have been
considered for bounty money. If they ever received any money,
I bet the airship crew were very surprised as they probably had
no idea that they had been credited with a U-boat sinking.

The engines propelled the R-100 at an average speed of
64 m.p.h. and the maximum was not much more at 81 m.p.h.
Two small A.C. ‘Acedes’ engines powered generators for the
auxiliaries. Both airships were filled with flammable hydrogen
gas because inflammable helium could only be expensively
sourced in America. The Condor engines were tested on the
ground by Cumley in special rigs.

flight he took digs at 19 North Drive, Shortstown, near Bedford
before moving nearby to 8 The Highway.
[This latter address was in the row of houses that face
the Headquarters Building at the front of Shortstown. – Ed.]

A Condor Series IIIB engine being installed in one of R-100’s
engine pods. Three of the six Condors had reverse gearboxes
to enable the airship to be manoeuvred.

Testing of the R-100 itself finally began on 3 July 1929
after the project endured several strikes.

R-100 on the mooring mast at Cardington.

Cumley had officially transferred to the Royal Airship
Works on 14 August 1929 in the next stage of his airship
association and gained his Airship Engineers licence on 23
May 1930.

Brian Turpin
+++++++
Found by Ivan Sampson in the book: Dien Bien Phu
by Howard R. Simpson, (pub. Brasseys Inc. 1994)
“This approval raised a delicate question in Washington since the
majority of the twenty-nine C-119s flying missions over Dien Bien Phu
now had American crews. These civilian aircrews had been supplied by the
Civil Air Transport Corporation (CAT) of Taiwan, a post war off-shoot
of Gen. Claire L. Chennault' s "Flying Tigers," under a contract arranged
by the CIA. The decision to provide the American pilots had been made in
Washington earlier, on January 29, during a meeting of President
Eisenhower's Special Committee on Indochina.
“Agreement had also been reached at the same meeting to send the
200 U.S. Air Force mechanics now working at French air bases in North
Vietnam and eventually assign General O'Daniel as the new chief of an
upgraded U.S. MAAG Mission in Saigon. A bizarre note in the meeting
transcript records the committee's refusal to provide “a small dirigible” to
the French for reconnaissance purposes. With French “Privateers” being
brought down by Vietminh anti-aircraft fire at a height of 3000 meters,
the request was definitely unrealistic – a curious echo from the 1914-1918
war - and the refusal justified.”

The R-100 in the Howden shed showing its portside wing
engine pod. The vertical structure above the pod is the
streamlined ladder access from within the airship. The drums in
the foreground were placed around the ship to weigh it down as
it floated in the huge hangar.

Once the R-100 airship had left Howden, where there
was no mast to moor it to, it flew to Cardington near Bedford
and was based there.
Cumley recorded the departure in his diary, 16
December 1929 ‘maiden trip’. After the excitement of the

Harry Cumley in airship uniform but not yet with his Royal
Airship Works cap badge. [see overleaf]
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I shall leave it to someone else to sort out the meaning
of those double sets of wires, two sets aft of engine #5 and one
set forward of that engine car.

C.P.Hall
+++++++

RE: SSZ29 AND THE SINKING OF UB-31

compiler of page two used BST. Below the times listed are
brief flight reports for each ship. The identifying numbers for
each paragraph are hidden in the fold of this bound volume, but
assuming each paragraph is for a different ship the report for
SSZ29 will be the fifth one down: Patrolled to Gris Nez, etc. …
Nothing to report.

(Letters, Dirigible 79, p27)
S.S.Z. 29 is mentioned in The London Gazette for being
involved in the sinking of UB-31 on May 2, 1918 together with
HM Trawlers Lord Leitrim, Loyal Friend and Ocean Roamer.
www.thegazette.co.uk/London/issue/32590/page/728 (Naval
Prize Bounty Money).
Maybe UB-31 sank on a mine, but she had been chased
by the three trawlers and the airship.

Pieter Graf

The Royal Airship Works Badge

Amongst Cumley’s memorabilia of the R-100 was a tie-pin
(above) and an ashtray (below) complete with a weather-vaning
model of the airship.

The R-100 made a successful flight to Canada during 29
July – 1 August 1930 and returned on the 16th. Cumley
recorded the departure in his diary, noting 10,440 gallons of
fuel. The airship used the St. Hubert Mooring Mast specially
built for it in Montreal and also flew to Toronto, Ottawa,
Niagara Falls and New York State.
Cumley’s job was two-fold: to keep the Condor engines
well maintained which included manually oiling (Cumley
wrongly claimed greasing) the engines’ top end because this
was not fed directly, and acting as watch-keeper (walking
along the full-length catwalk at the top of the airship to check
gas valves, and lower down to check the water ballast bags).
He had to descend to the engine pods via a streamlined ladder
whilst the R-100 flew along.
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Cumley’s collection of airship treasures included these two
aluminium wall-mounted models of the R-100 and R-101 – both
are able to pivot round on their mounts.

Pieter’s finding prompted Brian Turpin to
… have another look at my records and I have
discovered [that] there were four pages in the Daily Report for
Folkestone on 2nd May, 1918, (see attached). Normally there
would be just two ... I missed the third and fourth pages when I
looked originally. I also missed them when I was writing my
log entry for SSZ29. Must be more careful in future.
The first page is the standard report page showing the
airships that flew on that day and the ships available.

On one memorable occasion during a flight over
Cornwall he was lowered in a special chair onto one of the
engines to repair a broken exhaust manifold, his tools roped to
his body. The story goes that his mates left him dangling there
while they went to have a cup of tea!
The crews of the two airships could serve
interchangeably because all were based at Cardington. Cumley
fondly recalled his time there under Capt. R. S. Booth and
Chief Engineer William Young Angus.
The loss of the largely-untested R-101 airship in a crash
and fire, at Beauvais in France on 5 October 1930, spelled the
end of this phase of British airship endeavour. Cumley
attended the memorial service at St. Paul’s Cathedral on the
10th and the burial in Cardington the following day.
The R-100 was dismantled during 1931-32 but Harry
Cumley was out of a job within days of the crash, on 9
October. With the Depression still affecting the economy he
could not be taken back by Rolls-Royce immediately and
worked as a bus driver for the Ribble Bus Co. in Lancaster
until he could return to work in Derby in the early part of 1932.
One pleasant diversion was in August 1931 to see the
visiting airship Graf Zeppelin [land] at Feltham.

Harry at a 1940s occasion with an unidentified lady companion.

His time back at Rolls-Royce got off to a bad start in
February 1932 when he suffered gas poisoning at his digs near

This was the basis of my statement that there was no
mention of the incident involving UB-31. However, I have now
discovered page three, which gives much fuller reports for each
ship on 2nd May, and carries on into a fourth page.

As you can seen, SSZ29 made one flight with Lt Bruce,
starting at 06.30 and ending at 18.25 - a long day of 11 hours
55 minutes. The flight was to Patrol Area A and also made two
escorts.
The second page shows flight times 2nd May at 16.00
to 3rd May 16.00. This was necessary because Daily Reports
had to be sent off to HQ in London at 16.00 each day. Airships
could still be flying after 16.00, so this page shows the
additional flight time after 16.00 on 2nd May. However, note
that it says SSZ29 landed at 19.25 whereas page one said 18.25.
Presumably this was because page one used GMT while the
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Ruislip aerodrome where he was doing liaison work for RollsRoyce. Luckily, no long term effects.
In the years that followed Harry attended all annual
reunion dinners with his airship comrades in Bedford until at
least 1944.

RE: CARDINGTON SHED NO 3
(Letters, Dirigible 79, p29)
The letter from Den Burchmore brought back memories
of a visit I made to the Aerospace Developments offices in
Newbury Street, London around 1977. At that time I was
working for Slingsby's on the design and manufacture of
various components for the prototype AD500 airship. During
my visit I was shown some of the documentation that AD had
produced for the Shell International giant gas carrying airship.
Among the drawings and schemes I was convinced I had seen
a plan for enlarging the Cardington site to make it suitable for
the manufacture of the giant airships.
I carried out a brief internet search for the AD report on
the Shell project but have not found anything so far, however
Alastair Reid's magnificent tome, Moving Mountains, The
Skyship Chronicles (Vol 1), page 14, reproduces the Aerospace
Developments scheme. The drawing shows the proposed shed
(No 3?) footprint overlaid onto the existing Cardington sheds
thus providing a clear appreciation of the enormous size of the
airship AD were proposing for the project.
Sizes quoted for the Shell airship in Alastair's book are,
length 1800 feet, volume 100 million cubic feet. Compare this
to the R101 which had a length of 777 feet and a volume of 5.5
million cubic feet.
Does anyone know if a copy of the AD/Shell Airship
Report is still around, possibly deep in the archives of the
Royal Dutch Shell organisation perhaps?

John Bewley
+++++++
Aerospace Developments’ plan for the Shell Airship was
not to build a third shed in the middle. Instead there was to be a
single 'supershed' created by combining, rebuilding and
extending the existing ones. I included a copy of the plan for
this and the large mooring circle in my book about the
Skyships, Moving Mountains. I have attached a quick scan
from the book.

Aerospace Developments’ Supershed and Mooring Circle

Should Den wish to get a copy it is available here:
www.lulu.com/shop/alastair-reid/moving-mountains-theblack-and-white-version/paperback/product21432782.html
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Having seemingly been a bachelor most of his life, he
married Dorothy Gamble in Derby in 1974 and after 1983
moved to Fleetwood where he died on 6 June 1988.
Although of short duration his time as a crew member
of the R-100 made Harry’s life. It was an astonishing
experience to have had, one he was very proud of and prouder
still of its Rolls-Royce engines.

There were also later plans by ATG to rebuild part of
Shed 1 in order to launch the StratSat. I have attached a picture
which Roger Munk sent me. As well as the extendable cupola,
a pit was also going to be dug out in the hangar floor. Further
details are contained in my second as yet unpublished volume
of Moving Mountains.

Alastair Reid
+++++++

RE: MOORING MAST TROLLEYS
(Letters, Dirigible 79, p31)
Regarding Den Burchmore's letter about "trolleys" and
roller weights. The structure of his first paragraph suggests he
is looking for two different things? I am at a loss. I have no
idea as to what trolleys that secured "tail guys of R.100 and
R.101 when they were moored to the high mast" could be?
As for the rollers, these were weights designed to keep
the tail of the ship from climbing at the mast as atmospherics
changed while moored. They allowed the ship to 'weathervane'
around with the wind currents minimizing the need for ballast
adjustments while at the mast as atmospherics changed.
I cannot remember seeing a specific photo, however,
they may well be a tiny detail of a photo of the ship at the
mast? In R101 - A Pictorial History, photos inside the back
cover and on page 98, the lines to the rollers are clearly visible,
however, the rollers themselves are but dots on the ground.
If I were looking, I would suggest an inquiry to the
Patent Office. While a 'new' use for a 'lawn roller' may not be
patent-able, the first time that the ships were secured to these
devices, the lines carried away and modifications were needed
to create a usable system. I bet that these modifications could
be patented. I would start with patents filed in late 1929 or
1930. I would start with G.H. Scott and/ or Michael Rope
under the heading Improvements in the mooring of Airships.
A more interesting question is, to what were the lines to
these weights connected on the two airships and where? They
had to be connected aft of amidships to be effective. On R.100,
they were doubtlessly attached to the "corridor", well aft of the
passenger compartment but forward of the midships engine car.
On R.101, there was neither keel nor corridor. The photo cited
suggests to me multiple connections to main transverse rings
likely in the vicinity of the lowest longitudinal.

Harry Cumley (middle right) with probably Rolls-Royce friends
ca 1935 or airship comrades at one of the reunions.

Cumley remained on aero engine testing and service
until his retirement in 1971 when he saw the RB211 jet engine
almost completed. Even then he couldn’t make the break and
served as an attendant at the Rolls-Royce Ascot Drive car park.

At the Rolls-Royce works No.1 Shop in Nightingale Road,
Derby, on 9 July 1983 to celebrate 75 years to the day since
the factory’s opening on 9 July 1908 by the then Lord Montagu.
The photograph was taken where Royce’s desk was based in
No.1 Shop and thus where the memorial seen behind had just
been unveiled. It remained there until the factory was largely
demolished. Left to right: Michael H. Evans (Chairman, RollsRoyce Heritage Trust), Jim Rigg (Financial Director), Trevor
Salt (Manufacturing Director for Rolls-Royce Ltd.), Lord
Montagu, Frank Turner (Manufacturing Director for Derby), Jim
Keir (Director, Civil Engines). Beside ‘Silver Ghost’ AX-201 are
Tom Broome (an early Royce employee and last surviving
Cooke Street worker) and Harry Cumley behind him.
Acknowledgements: my thanks to Mike Evans for crucial
observations.
Sources: Archive (RRHT) v.6 No.2 issue 18 1988 p.18; and
www.shortstownheritage.co.uk/

---ooo000ooo---

THE AIRSHIP GLIDING CLUB [page 32]
The Airship Gliding Club was formed on Mar. 1930, by
a few members of the crew of the Airship R.101. At the inaugural meeting it was decided to embark on the construction of
a “Dickson" type training glider, the drawings of which were at
that time being published. The task was commenced immediately, but certain difficulties arose which delayed progress considerably. Recently, however, matters have improved and the
machine is rapidly approaching completion. The flight of
R.101 to India will, however, dispel any hopes of any field
activity this year but it is some consolation for a few enthusiasts that they will be able to make a show early next year. Most
probably after gliding to India and back, short “hops" will be
welcome!

Certain detail modifications are being introduced into
the machine, particulars of which will be forwarded to THE
SAILPLANE in due Course for the verdict of its readers. Owing to the peculiarities of airship work it will be some time
before the Club will be able to think of constructing a second
and advanced machine. With this in view we are out to extract
nil: maximum from our training glider and it has been suggested that we fit a “nacelle" to improve its performance. Although
the limitations of training gliders are appreciated we hope to
make our machine just a little better by this and other little
refinements. It will be interesting to hear what others with
greater experience than ourselves think of the suggestion, also
if they could offer any advice that would lead to improved performance.
After reading the leader in SAILPLANE No. 1 on
"Some Questions of Policy" one imagines that any attempt to
clean up a Zogling will be frowned upon, but the circumstances responsible for this decision having been stated, forgiveness
is expected. We must admit it will not help the movement to
"see 'em zoggling along" too long.
The secretary of the Airship Gliding Club is Mr T. A. A. Key.
[Charge-hand Engineer Tom Key died in the R101 crash. Ed.]
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The general appearance prior to weeding showing, in the
foreground, one of the gravel strips that would be replaced by turf

The southern end of the tomb that faces the cemetery gate
showing the staining on the stone plinth

The north end of the tomb prior to renovation

The north end of the tomb with newly laid turf

The old gravel area along the back wall prior to weeding!

RENOVATING THE R101 TOMB AT CARDINGTON
After many years of voluntary and ad hoc support, it was agreed by the Airship Heritage Trust Council that the upkeep of
the R101 Tomb and its surrounds in Cardington village cemetery should become a major priority for AHT. An approach was
made to Cardington Parish Council in late 2015, offering financial support and volunteer work for the upkeep of the Memorial.
Following a positive response from both the local council and St Mary’s Church authorities work began early in 2016 to restore
the turf around the outside, and improve the overall appearance of the memorial by removing the weed-infested gravel and
cleaning stains from the stonework. To carry out the work AHT enlisted the services of experienced free-lance gardener Graham
Clark who maintains graves for the Commonwealth War Graves Commission (CWGC). The idea being to harmonise the R101
Tomb with nearby CWGC graves in the Cardington cemetery.
Graham’s brief was to remove turf in the sunken area, re-level, add soil as necessary and lay new turf; remove gravel from
two sides of the Memorial, add soil and lay new turf; remove gravel from the flower bed by the back wall, add soil, level and
plant with a mixture of plants. This work was completed in the Spring of 2016 and keen gardeners might like to know that the
border alongside the cemetery wall was planted with: Bush Roses - Pink Abundance (1), Red Abundance (2), Bright Abundance
(2), Lupins dwarf – purple (1), yellow (1), white (1) and red (2), Heuchera varieties (2), Papaver orientalis (red poppy) (5), Hebe
heartbreak (2), Heleboris niger (2), Euonimous large leaf spindle (3). Work then commenced to clean the fungal discolouring and
wreath stains from the stonework so that by the time of the Annual Memorial Service held by the Royal Antediluvian Order of
Buffaloes (half the R101 crew were “Buffs”) in October 2016 the tomb had been transformed close to its original pristine state.
The AHT Council see this as an on-going project and a programme of annual maintenance has been agreed that includes
mowing, edging, scarifying and weed treatment of turf and paved area. The back border maintenance will include dead-heading,
cultivating and weeding. AHT will be continuing the work to ensure that the memorial is shown at its best to all visitors, and
those who wish to pay their respects to the victims who were tragically lost in the R101 disaster.
These pictures can be seen in full colour on our website: www.airshipsonline.com/trust/Memorail_Work.htm

The flower bed by the cemetery wall with new turf abutting the
stone parapet in the sunken area

Some of the stains resulting from wreaths being left overlong
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Removing the old turf in the sunken area

The north end of the tomb with new turf and clean stonework

The small square holes in the corners of the sunken area proved to
be drainage holes leading to soak-away pits
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